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ch needs of . . . . . . . . .  
Community Services 
TERRACE - -  Children's respite 
ii care, Hemlock House and Pro- 
~' ject Interconnect have all been 
recent recipients of  generous 
government funding increases, 
according to Terrace and 
District Community Services 
Executive Director Lorna 
Copeland. 
"Social Services and Housing 
came through with a significant 
budget increase to meet the 
needs of the children. For the 
past three years we've been go- 
mg back one step for every on 
forward financially, but all of 
our budgets this year have 
received a nice increase," said 
Copeland. 
She said various government 
ministries are becoming more 
and more willing to listen to 
ideas on how facilities can be 
developed to serve people on a 
regional basis, and consequently 
• .~ Community Services is develop 
: ing new programs throughout 
the Northwest. 
-- Copeland ,said a new pro- 
gram, .... Project Interconnect, 
~!.:'~i~. ~: fu~ed. :~by  the Employment 
...... :,.. ":" " ":uev~lo~mem: Branch.of Canada 
Manpower, has been developed 
by Community Services to help 
"unemployable" adults become 
• employable. 
"There are a lot of people 
who have been long-term income 
assistance recipients who are un- 
employable for a lot of 
reasons," Copeland said, "and 
• that's the group we're going 
after." 
She said the computer,based 
basic education program is  tar- 
getted toward "severely employ- 
ment disadvantaged people on 
social assistance" and has 
already shown success in the 
lower mainland. 
She explained that the pro- 
gram can accept up to• six stu- 
dents at any one time and is in-,  
dividually tailored to the needs 
of •each student. She said 
students can work anywhere 
from a grade one level if re- 
quired, to an educational evel 
qualifying them for a variety of 
employment opportunities. 
She added that Interconnect 
teaches work related skills such 
as literacy and living skills rather 
than specific job training. 
Copeland said 40 students can 
be processed through Project In- 
terconnect annually and, unlike 
similar programs, students 
won't receive a wage while in 
training. 
"They do not receive a 
wage,'~,? she  said. "There is a 
Chasable items such as  clothifig 
and transportation, but. they 
don't receive money to go to the 
project." 
"We'll be breaking down the 
barriers that people have• found 
themselves behind," Copeland 
said. 
She said the course begins 
Sept. 8 with a staff of three; and 
continUed on page 15 
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First meeting 
In a happy union, Terrace resident Dennis Griffith met his stepsister Cynthia 
Rlchards for the first time ever at the Terrace airport on Aug. 19. Rlchards, 
who-lives In England, located her brother while travelling in Canada with her 
husband and daughter. 
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Splashdown 
Phase One of the Mount Layton Hot Spdnge development, Consisting of watemlldes, therapeutlo pools, a lounge and other attractions, went Into 
operstlon to coincide with a recent visit to the Northwest by B.C. Toudam Minister Bill ,".;:,~. ~_-:_ ~ 19 for story. 
Landing 
changes 
approved 
Approval from the Ministry 
of Transport to lower the min- 
imum ceiling below 900 feet and 
still use existing navigational 
equipment will mean fewer bus 
trips from Prince Rupert fo r  
Terrace air passengers according 
to Airport Manager DarryL 
Laurent. 
Laurent said the Airport Ad-  
visory Committee was searching 
for ways to improve aircraft lawl 
ding reliability last spring and i 
after asking for help from rain. : 
istry officials in Vancouver, Don 
Spruston, Regional Director of 
Air Navigation Services for the 
Pacific Region, suggested that 
lowering the minimum ceiling 
could be one possible solution. 
According to Laurent, the 
main problem in the past wasn't 
landing. He said that prior to 
landing pilots had to decide i f  
cloud cover at the time of depar- 
continued on page .19 
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Clark 
adds to 
records 
Ter race  whee lcha i r  
athlete Paul Clark added 
more gold to his medal- 
winning collection from 
the Canadian Foresters' 
Games for the disabled at 
Brantford, Ont. last week. 
The 29-year-old optome- 
trist won the 5,000-meter, 
800-meter, 400-meter and 
1,500-meter races in world 
record times. We'll have a 
complete report on Clark's 
latest achievements in next 
week's edition. 
Weather 
eport 
ept. 2 
Outside 
Dote Hi Lo Prec. 
Aug. 24 29 12 -- nil 
Aug. 25 29 13 nil 
Aug. 26 21 14 trace 
Aug. 27 19 12 trace 
Aug. 28 20 10 nil 
Aug. 29 17 7 2.2 mm rain 
Aug. 30 19 12 3.4 mm rain 
Forecast: Mainly cloudy with 
showers. Highs of 170c and 
lows of 110c. 
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Terrace 
girl gets 
.surprise 
bursary 
Nineteen-year-old Jenine 
Taron of Terrace received a sur- 
prise bursary, last month that 
will help cover the educational 
cost of her ambition to become a
lawyer. 
Taron, one of four student 
tour guides working at Heritage 
Park to earn money for educa- 
tional costs, said that onAug. 3 
she was giving a tour to an elder- 
lkJYeVancouver couple, Herb and 
an Dodd of Burnaby, and they 
ept ask.ing.her personal ques- 
tions related to-her education 
and family. 
~' f Then at the end o the tour, 
they sat me down and asked me 
if I would like some help with 
my schooling," said Taron. 
"He said he was part of a 
foundation set up by an aunt 
who had left money to be in- 
vested, and with the interest they 
help deserving students go to 
school and asked me if I would 
like some money to help pay for 
my education." 
Taron said it sounded like a 
• fairy tale come true but it was 
real. 
With her first year of universi- 
ty completed at Northwest Com- 
munity College last fall, Taron 
left for Vancouver yesterday to 
• visit the Dodd's and some per- 
sonal friends and then will be 
moving to Victoria to continue 
her  education at the University 
of Victoria. - 
She said that she is taking a 
major in English and a minor in 
French and then hopes to con- 
tinue her education in law. "So 
if I don't go into law for some 
reason, I can still teach or do a 
lot o f  other things," Taron ex- 
plained, and added that the 
$3,000 annual bursary from the 
Dodd's made it all possible. 
Even though she now hasthe 
financial stability'to achieve her 
goal, she said she will be return- 
ing to Terrace next summer and 
hopes to work at the Heritage 
park. 
" It  was great. I loved it," she 
said of her summer at the park. 
" I  want to come back next 
year." 
Taron said she is a descendant 
learned a great deal about her 
past while working at Heritage 
park. 
She said that her great-great 
grandparents, Odelide and Jean- 
Baptiste Desjardins, moved to a 
Parents and staff members involved with the Terrace Child Development Centre met with Skeena MLA Dave 
Parker Saturday to discuss a number of problems related to transportation of children and shortages of profes- 
sional workers, that have become chronic impediments to the Centre's operation over the past few years. 
Parker hears parent concerns 
TERRACE --  A recent informal 
meeting between Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker and a variety of 
groups-associated with the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre 
focused on the transportation 
needs of the centre and the lack 
of local evaluation and treat- 
ment for the children. 
~In a presentation by Steve 
Skog, a director ot the B.C. 
Parents Network, Parker learn- 
ed that although the centre had 
the use of the 12-passenger 
Variety Club bus, many children 
are being transported to and 
from the centre by taxi because 
of a lack of funding. 
"There is a very capable 
driver at the centre, but last year 
transportation was on a part 
time basis and many people were 
taken by cab," Skog explained. 
According to Skog, the taxi 
drivers were not necessarily 
equipped to handle the variety 
of difficulties that could arise 
while transporting handicapped 
children, and this compromised 
Parker that no governmen t 
agency provides funding for 
transportation, and the annual 
cost of approximately $20,000 is 
obtained through fund-raising. 
Appleton also noted that since 
the centre had been offering on- 
ly part time transportation, 
enrollment ~ has ~'. dropped' off, 
meaning that some children re- 
quiring the services offered at 
the centre are being denied 
them. 
Another area of concern 
raised by Skog was the lack of 
trained professionals in the 
north. 
He told Parker that while 
other provinces are offering in- 
centives to trained Canadian 
therapists, B.C. is forming 
legislation which would relax the 
requirements, making it possible 
for people with inferior training 
to emigrateto Canada nd prac- 
tice in B.C. 
Centre physiotherapist Mar- recruiting and have had only one 
garet • Dediluke illustrated the application for a physiotherapist 
seriousness of the situation by this summer," she said. "But we 
telling Parker that even though were unable to hire her because 
the government provides ade-  we couldn't find a job for her 
quate funding to employ the 
therapists, the centre has been 
unsuccessful in attract ing 
: anyone to  the Northwest in  a 
nation-wide campaign, 
• "Wehave  been actively 
husband." 
Other concerns voiced by  
parents, staff  and board  
members of the centre related to 
• ; 7 • 
continued on page3 
PINE MUSHROOM MAPS ARE IN! l !  
"The Money's in the Mushrooms" 
4 Kids turned over $726 in one day!I! 
Locations from Usk to Kitwanga East and West. 
$5.00 each 
For details Phone 635-7840 or to get your map drop by or 
4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1M7 
(Limited Quantity Available) 
send $5,00 to 
of one of the original pioneer their safety. • "' ' 
families in Terrace and she He expla inedtoParkerthat  ~ ! ~ ~ '  T ~ I ~ ~ A C ~  D I a l I N G  
 at  besides individua! medical prob- ~, 
.~ , ,r i  ~ n age lems, many of the children lack !~I!~t~~.:~/A~ " e'~'--  
natural fear, and' the possibility ] "_....,= _ .=  
d r t r : t. :eat of them Undoing their seatbelts ~ l ~ J  , ,, (k , , I "U ID~-~ 
:nl qm and opening the car door is a " 
) : zrdins, i ~ c: real hazard. ." 
• Dr. Geoff Appleton, medical ,~ .  m- ' - ,  , ,~=-=-- Let everyone know about your continued on page 17 coordinator for the centre, told 
' " ~ __  I- I I ICP ,.,,,,,,,y , delicious_ Cuis ine  
I l l~ l i~  il~l~ In quiet surroundings. ' & 
II1,11 i I [] 5 p .m. -  10 p.m. Dinner Speclalitlesl : 
O~tJl.~ 4620 Lakelse Avenue ' 
Y A M A H A M U S i C '" .This spot could be yours " 
vv  c ,o /  638-8141 for only $4.50 per week! 
STU- IO  , -  .o  • ~,A ' '  ' " " ' ' # '~ l lit Jl ~1 ¢"~ ' 
II Reg "'"' ° Fa istratlon RESTAURANT # 
Spec ia l i z ing  in  Ch inese  "~ "~ " ' " • " 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00 p .m.  . 
4643/ 'ark A venue 635-61I/  
Neighb hood 
iNl 
W2O 
For 
Limited space available in new classes: 
JR .  MUSIC  PROGRAM - -  4. s yrs. Old, 
P IANO - -  6-7 yrs. old 
GUITAR 
BAND INSTRUMENTS 
THEORY Gr, 1 Rud iments  Sept,-Dec; 
Pre l iminary  Rud iments  Jan • May  
information and to register please call: 
635-9649 
635'3382 
Cuis ine  and  Canad ian  
D ishes  
4606 Greig Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635.6184 
DONUT 
4717 LAKELSE AVE. 
Next to Skeena Mall 
 oI\ fACTOR v 
Ice cream, Coffee, Tea, " 
Hot  chocolate, Milk, Pop 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 
I 
Light Seafood and 
Finger Fancies 
Daily Lunch and Dinner 
Specials , 
•7' 
• . . . .  
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Co uveli er fears rising 
During a no-host dinner in 
Terrace last week, the Minister 
of Finance, Mel Couvelier, dis- 
closed the government's strategy 
over the next four years is 
designed to bring health care 
costs under control, develop 
secondary industry, and estab- 
lish the province as a trading 
partner with Pacific Rim coun- 
tries. 
According to Couvelier, B;C. 
has taken "some dramatic new 
direction" i-n the past nine mon- 
ths and by achieving those goals 
the Social Credit government 
could erase the current $850 mil- 
lion provincial deficit by the fail 
of 1991. 
Couvelier said the government 
had taken the first step by ad- 
dressing the critical issue of 
labor/management relations 
with Bills 19 and 20, and now 
that people have decided that 
apparent hreats carried in the 
legislation don't exist, the new 
• labor laws are being accepted by 
a growing number of  people. 
He admitted that the govern- 
ment did a poor job of prOperly •
explaining the new labor laws 
last spring, causing used a great 
deal of confusion in the province, 
but he also blamed the media for 
not carrying their message ac- 
curately. 
He predicted that his next job, 
bringing health care costs under 
control, may become another 
Bill 19 in terms of public percep- 
tion if he doesn't get his message 
across, 
"Health care costs are out of 
contro l , "  Couvelier said. 
"We're presently spending one 
third of our provincial budget 
on health care because it's an 
open ended system that has no 
discipline in it." 
He explained that the present 
system doesn't allow the 
Minister of Health to contain 
medical costs and if that trend 
continues, the government will 
be spending five billion dollars, 
or forty percent of the annual 
provincial budget, on medical 
care alone. 
Although he didn't indicate 
how he plans to contain sky- 
cost of health care 
During a no-host dinner in Terrace last weak, B.C. Minister of Finance Mel 
Couvelier said the province is presently spending one third of its annual 
budget on health care costs and that the system is "out of control." He 
predicted that because our health care system is "open ended" and "has 
no discipline in it,"the province could be spending up to 40 per cent of its 
budget on health care by 1991, 
rocketing medical costs, Couvel- 
ier did hint at controls by saying 
the government can no longer 
allow that amount of the budget 
to be diverted into a system that 
has no control or predictability. 
In addressing other areas of 
the provincial economy, Cou- 
yeller said the Social Credit 
government believes the way to 
economic diversification i  the 
province is to. place decision 
making responsibilities with 
community based organizations 
and to encourage local credit 
unions to provide the "seed 
capital" necessary for new in- 
dustry. 
"We've now come tO realize 
that the citizens of this province 
continued on page 17 
CITY VAN FURNITURE 
Parker - -  
continued from page 2 
the lack of locally based assess- 
ment and treatment centres and 
the absence of parent raining in 
areas specifically related to rais- 
irig handicapped children. 
Following the meeting, Parker 
said he understood the concerns 
that had been raised and •will 
relay them, as well as a copy of 
Skog's presentation, to the ap- 
propriate ministries. 
He added that he will return 
to the centre in three months for 
a follow.up meeting and advise 
them of any progress made by 
the government in addressing 
the concerns. 
638-1119 
WAREHOUSE CLOSING-OUT SALE 
Come to the Warehouse! 
Shop Smart! 
4910-B Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
LIVE FROM SCOTLAND 
Return Performance 
of 
Tom-& Jack 
THE ALEXANDER BROTHERS 
At the R.E.M. Lee Theatre in Terrace 
Saturday, September 19 
Tickets $12.00 each 
Doors open at 7:00 p.m. 
Show 8:00 p.m. 
Brought to you by: 
A Touch O' White Heather 
and 
747 Squadron of the Air Cadets 
Terrace 
Tickets available at: 
Skarrat Novelties, Kalum SL 
Fields 
Pet World 
• Shefield & Sons 
CJFW Radio 
%, 
9/16C 
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SUPER 
CLEARANCE 
SALE 
Come in and see Leo or Jack 
"The guys on Top of the World!" 
1985 BRONCO II 
Std. transmission; 
sunroof, V6 engine, 
striping package s12,995 
1985 PLYMOUTH VOYAGE~ 
2.2 litre engine, 
5-speed transmission, 
only 35,000 km. 
LIKE NEWli s12,995 
1983 NISSAN SENTRA 
s s4,495 
5-speed transmission, 
2-door, radio, 
striping package. 
EXTRA CLEAN!! 
1986 RANGER 
4-wheel drive, AM/FM radio, 
tape deck, 2-tone paint, 
4-speed overdrive, running boards. s10,895 
1982 SUBARU 
' 4-wheel•drive, station wagon 
4-speed, AM/FM cassette radio, S7 595 
roof rack, ski ping package 
1985 SURARU 
4-wheel drive station wa 1800engine, 11 500 Automatic transmission, 
AM/FM radio, striping package 
1982 HONDA CIVIC 
5":~oe.ed' 2"t°ne pa in t '  s3,595 
1985 FORD F150 PICK-UP 
XL package, automatic transmission, 
2-tone paint, 6-cylinder, power 
steering, power brakes. s9,500 
1983 SCAMPER 19ft. 
fifth wheel trailer, 
ho.t water, shower, slrtk. S 4 ~1~ ~ ~I~ 
VERY CLEAN!I l ~ ~ ~ ~=~ 
!979 VANGUARD 11ft. 
camper with jacks, CAM P ER 
toilet, shower, hot water, 
oven, 3-way frldge. 
SPECIAL 
1981 
$6,995 
OF THE YEAR,!" 
Mercury Lynx 
Station wagon, 4 speed 
transm Isslon, roof rack, radio $2,595 
THORNHILL HYUi - ID I=I !  
3026 Hwy. 16 East Terrace, B.C. 
635-7286 o,,o,, 
Open Monday. Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p,m. 
THORNHILL SUBARU 
• t l I  , 
I , 
r 
t 
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OPINION&: 
)dl~. 
1H E  tFARE 
TO I q6E 
OUFi LWE,  EL 
ItAVE T0 
N/ E FOOD. 
¢ 
¢r 
Treading water at the top 
If the rivers in the Northwest " ' ed to the letter, yet a proposal 
were Sensitive to political heat, Editorial from a giant industrial concern 
they would have been boiled dry to reduce water discharge from a 
over the past month. Bulkley Valley, guide-outfitters massive reservoir into a major 
During that period we have associations and a coalition of river by 50 percent is considered 
seen the rather curious spectacle sports fishermen all Clamoring, to be negotiable by. the federal 
of such disparate interests as the for different reasons, for the agency charged with protection 
region's NDP Member of Par- same thing - to have federal of fish. After seeing a group of 
liament, Chambers of Com- Fisheries Minister TomSiddon's what must be the best technical 
nmrce from,Kitimat and Tar- hide nailed to the Wall. experts in Canada dutifully 
race, the B.C. Wildlife Federa- There appear to be two issues holding public meetings on the 
tion and Steelhead Society, an here, the control of water flows Alcan prop0sfil,"one " has to 
environmental group from the  into the Nechako River and the wonder what these people could 
preservation o f  the wild steel- possibly learn from the general 
Letters to the editor will 13o con. head population in the Skeena public that they haven't dis- 
sidered for publication only when River system. At heart both of covered for themselves in the 
si0ned. Please include your these issues call into question the three decades ince the Kenney 
telephone number. The editor purpose of the Department of Dam became operational. reserves the r ight to condense  and 
edit letters. Opinions expressed Fisheries and Oceans. "£he alarminglyl0w.levels of  
are not necessarily those of the Small developers in the area returning steelhead in  • 'the 
Terrace Review. will testify to the fact that Skeena this year may be a cause 
Fisheries regulations are enforc- continued on page 19 
:Commentary Te, "ace 
Review Changes put credit 
unions in danger. The Terrace Review IS published each . ' 
Wednesday by by Frank Howard 
Close-Up Business Services Ltd. infection. 
Publisher: It seems to me that credit . Credit union members vote at 
Mark Twyford unions in B.C. are doomed, annual meetings on the basis of 
Editor: There has been a uni-directional one person-one vote. By con- Michael Kelly 
Staff Reporter: move from the concept of  work- trast, annual meetings of banks 
• Ted Strachan ing together towards the concept are conducted on  the basis of 
Advertising Sales: of acting individually for one's one share-one vote. Ten shares 
Dennis Llsslmore, Marion Sch!egel own purposes without regard for in a credit union gives a person 
Production: 
the effecton others. The change one vote. Ten shares in a bank 
Jim Hall, Alvin Stewart, Arlene Wandl,, in. attitude within the credit gives a person ten votes. The law Gurbax Gill, Harmlnder K. Slngh, 
Llnda Mercer, Arlene Gaspar union movement has been says that, in a bank, it's money 
Office: gradual, but inexorable, that counts: in a credit union it's Llnda A. COpeland, Philip Musselman - 
Accounting: The credit union movement people that count. A t  least it was 
Marj Twyford, Rosemary McGettigan started with. the Christ ian thatway.  
philosophy of loving thy A government bill, currently 
Second.class mall neighbor as thyself. Those who before the legislature, will lead registration No. 6896. 
All material appearing In the Terrace Review la joined credit unions did so With credit unions to the one share- 
protected under Canadian copyright Reglatra. the idea that they could assist onevote scheme. This scheme is 
tlon No. 362775 and cannot legally be repro- their neighbors as they simply the growling and snarling 
duped for any reason without permission of the themselves would like to be of money. Money talking is p blisher. 
=rid omlulonl. Advertising 18 accepted 
on the condition that In the event of typographl, assisted if the need arose, greed talking. Money has no 
cal error, that portion of the advertlalng apace Greed was  not  a fundamental allegiances, no morals, no occupied by the erroneous Item will not be 
charged for, but the balance of the advertlae, part of credit union ideals, ethics, no conscience, no soul, 
ment will be paid for at the applicable rate. Greed, though, is part of the no Christian principles. Advertlaera muat aaeume reeponalblllty for er- 
roraln anyclaealfled ad which Is supplied to the make-up of humans. The more One of the proposals in this Terrace Review In handwritten form. 
In compliance with the B.C. Human Rights Act. that greed, by whatever name, is government bill wil l  allow credit 
no advertlemment will be published which dis- extolled as a plus, the more it unions to convert into trust com- criminates against a person due to age, race, 
religion, color, sex, nationality; ancestry or place wi l l  come to the forefront, panies. It will allow them to own 
of o,)=,,. Greed is a fundamental part trust companies, insurance com- 
4535 Grelg Avenue, of  the capitalist system and is panics, and stock brokerage 
Terrace, B.C. morally pestilential. Greed, with companies. The next move will 
V8G 1M7 the assistance of government, be to have credit unions owned 
_ Phone: 635-7840 has infected the credit union by trust companies, to be 
, . , movement. It may well be a fatal continued on page 6 
"Welfare cuts 
show fiscal 
desperation 
l  iiHubert Bey e r
The latest government move on the welfare front is both slightly 
obscene and, as sure as God made little green apples, one of the 
more addle-brained decisions Premier Vander Zalm's Socreds have 
made since they assumed Bill Bennett's restraint=splattered mantle. 
Following a B.C. Supreme Court ruling which said the govern= 
t ment had violated the Charter of Rights by paying different welfare 
rates, based on the-recipients' age, the government quickly came up 
. with a solution. It lowered rates for some categories and will use the 
money it saves to raise others. 
At issue were the welfare payments to single people and childless 
couples under the age of 26. In 1984, the government decided they 
should get less than those 26 and over. 
The two-tier ate system was challenged by a young welfare reci- 
pient. The outcome was Mr.-Justice John Spencer's ruling that the 
practice violated the Charter of Rights. 
The government's response was to •replace a discriminatory prac- 
tice with a morally shaky and politically unsound one by deciding to 
take from other welfare recipients what it now has to pay, by law, 
those under 26. 
In accordance with theSupreme Court ruling, about 22,000 single 
people and childless couples under 26 will have their welfare 
payments increased in stages from $334 to $378. To fund those rate 
increases, some 50,000 welfare recipients - -  singles and childless 
couples aged 26 and over - -  will have their payments chopped bY an 
estimated $6 a month. • . . . .  
That doesn't sound like a lot, but when your budget is stretched 
to the limit, as it is bound to be when you have only $384 a month to 
pay the rent and keep yourself housed and clothed, a six-d011arcut 
is a substantial one. The scheme can only be interpreted as the 
Socred version of redistribution of wealth: take from the poor and 
give to the poorer. 
S.ocial Services Minister Claude Richmond excuses himself by 
saying there is no money. To simply increase welfare rates for 
singles and childless couples under 26, he says, would cost $4.6 
million, money the government doesn't have. 
Begging your pardon, Minister, but if the supply of money is so 
tight that you must rob some of the poorest and most defenceless 
people to comply with a B.C. Supreme Court orderl I'd like to 
know where your government found the money to cover the horren- 
dous overruns on the construction of the Coquihalla Highway. 
Nothing wrong with having built that highway or the Alex Fraser 
Bridge, to use another example. Nothing wrong either with having 
built B.C. Place Stadium or having hosted the world at Expo 86. 
Those projects provided jobs, which British Columbia needed bad- 
ly. 
But there's everything wrong with a government that hasn't got 
enough business ense to keep tabs on huge public expenditures and 
tries to make up for its incomlaetence by putting its hands into the 
pockets of the poor. • 
Apart from the questionable morality of the decision, it is also 
likely that a lot of people will find it increasingly difficult to have 
confidence in a government that would act so stupidly. 
Vander Zalm did not win the last election on the strength of the 
committed Socred vote. Without a lot of provlnce-wide support 
from the proverbial working stiffs, theSocreds wouldn't have won 
l0 seats. 
The important point the Socreds eem to miss •is that those same 
working stiffs expected ifferent results from their vote of con- 
fidence in Vander Zalm. They really believed that he could bring' 
about a new era of prosperity. 
These reluctant Vander Zalm supporters will not be impressed by 
a government that is so desperate that it has to take food out of the 
mouths of the poor to make ends meet. 
Most working people feel no longer secure in their jobs. They 
have a nagging fear that but for the grace of God, they could well be 
on unemployment insurance tomorrow and 12 months later on 
welfare. They have no difficulty imagining themselves in the same 
circumstances a the 50,000 welfare recipients who had their meagre 
income chopped • by $6 a month. • 
Six dollars isn't much for those fortunate nough to have an ade- 
quate income, but social assistance isn't adequate; it's way below 
the poverty line in every category. 
Judiciously spent, $6 will buy a breakfast and a lunch for a 
childless couple. A lot of British Columbians will have second 
thoughts about the compassion and, perhaps more important, he 
competency of a government whose claim to fiscal responsibility is 
to have snatched a couple of meals from the destitute. 
" " ) T . 
Ta, lk of t 
The TerraceReview ked: 
What government agencies 
and crown corporations- 
could be operated more 
effectively by private el  terprise? 
Don Whltford LeoSaboudn ~' • -~- Bill Boutiller--, ~,, ............. 
B.Ci Ferries couldprob~bi~ 13e" Transportation incircling fern':; Probably s0me ~th]ngs coUld 
better run ¢)y .private enter, ries andPet ro  Can. TheSe be done more efficiently by 
prise, but I think that the Post types of ventures should be 
Office should best be left returned to privateenterprise._ 
alone. • Liquor sales could It would be a. more econom. 
~f robably be more competitive ical operation if it was private. private enterprisewas hand- ly operated. • 
ling it. I mean exclusively li- 
quor stores; I don't think it's 
wise to put liquor for sale in 
variety stores. 
Bill Nannlngs 
I think that B.C. Resources 
would be a good candidate, 
as well as B.C. Ferries. 
Ben Sousa 
I think that the government is 
doing allright on its own ac- 
cord. We just need to see bet- 
ter times. 
Terrace north 
gets pavement 
Merkley Road, from the North 
Eby/Orde Road intersection, 
across Spring Creek to Johnson 
Road, and then up Johnson 
Road to Woodland Park Drive. 
private enterprise, for exam. 
pie the Post Office, and Via 
Rail if it were private could get 
more people to take the train; 
it seems they're not really in- 
terested in carrying passen- 
gers, 
Lois Bush 
I'd like to see the Post office 
become more efficient; for 
what we pay in taxes our mall 
should reach us much faster. 
Computer 
back on 
the road 
TERRACE --  Northwest Com- 
munity College (NWCC) recent- 
ly announced its Mobile Com- 
puter Centre will go into its se- 
cond year of operation with an 
expanded offering of services. 
After a successful first season 
of workshops throughout he 
college region that attracted 
more than 400 participants, the 
high-tech van will continue its 
travels'under the stewardship of 
Ranier Gianellia. In addition to 
the programs that contributed to 
its initial popularity, the Centre 
will offer Real-Time Accounting 
and Desktop Publishing during 
the 1987-88 college year, with 
Computer-Aided Design being 
another possibility under con- 
sideration. 
A workshop can be scheduled 
within six weeks upon the re- 
quest of any six people in a col- 
lege region community. Further 
information on the Mobile 
Computer Centre is available 
through the Terrace campus of 
Northwest Community College. 
TERRACE -- Merkley Road 
and Woodland Heights residents 
are greeting long.awaited road 
work in their area with applause. 
After concentrating on the 
Thornhill area for the past five 
years, the Ministry of Highways 
will be making an-equal effort 
over the next few years in the 
area north of Terrace. 
District Highways Manager 
Peter Wightman said upgrading 
this year would concentrate on 
Wightman said that the 
Ministry was upgrading and 
widening the roads in prepara. 
tion for future paving and the 
work being done this year will 
lessen the gradient and curves on 
the present hills. 
Terrace Review-, Wednesday, September 2, 1987 S 
MP calls for 
full inquiry 
I 
,LoLLer 
To the editor, 
August of 1987 will be 
remembered as the month that 
Alcan made the big move. The 
big move to reach a "negotiated 
settlement" with the Mulroney 
government to gain even greater 
control Over the rivers in north- 
ern B.C. 
"Negotiated Settlement" 
sounds reasonable, doesn't it? 
Big money is being spent o sell 
the idea throughout the North- 
west. Pressure is being exerted 
by Alcan in many quarters to cut 
this deal which means huge pro- 
fits for the corporation and its 
shareholders. 
What do you and I have to 
give up as northerners to satisfy 
these demands by Alcan? Just 
the water flowing in the Necha- 
ko and perhaps other rivers 
(such as the Fraser, the Nartika, 
Kidprice, Bulkley and Skeena). 
These projects affect every man, 
woman and child. They affect 
the salmon. They affect water 
.% 
tables, agriculture, community 
water supplies, existing and pro, 
posed industry, waterfowl, 
wildlife - the list goes on. 
What does Alcan propose? 
Jobs? But where and how 
many? No one knows! Certainly 
not for new aluminum smelters; 
Alcan has made it clear that 
capacity expansion is not likely 
here or anywhere in Canada. 
So why should Alcan be given 
additional power generation 
when they already are exporter= 
of raw power from the North, 
west and B.C. Hydro has far 
more power than they can sell or 
use in B.C. or anywhere lse? !. 
Why hasn't Alcan built ~a 
single secondary processi~ 
plant in the Northwest in over 
years? Will a "negotiated settle~ 
ment" mean more jobs in Kit. 
imat, Terrace, Hazelton, Smith. 
ers, or Prince Rupert? 
A "negotiated settlement" 
would give Alcan the right to 
take more water out of the 
Nechako. It would not to, my 
knowledge, answer any of the 
questions you or I want and 
continued on page 13 
' 
Fran's Ceramics 
& Crafts 
4914 Halliwell Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
I 
Classes in Ceramics and Papier Tole art for 
beginners and advanced, starting in September! 
To sign up, drop in or call Fran now: 
Tuesday to Saturday 638-1078 between 2 & 4.p.m. 
 !11111  SMITH TM CORONi  
.XL 1000 
Electronic Typewriter 
The Smith Corona 
XL 1000 offers man~ 
of the features of a 
full-sized electronic in 
a mid-sized portable. 
One-stop WordEraser 
Correction, full line 
memory correction, coupled with a Relocate ~nnO5 
key, top an Impressive list of time-saving 
features. 
Consider these added benefits- auto center, 
half-space for "tailored" corrections, and an auto return 
feature that triggers end ~f the line carriage return. Other 
functions Include super and sub-script positioning, and extra 
foreign characters and symbols. Dependable, efficient, and 
amazingly simple to master. 
BUSINESS MACHINES 
4552 Lakelse Ave. Terrace. 
290.309 2nd Ave. West Prince Rupert 
Terrace 
638.8585 
Prince Rupert 
624.6714 
Kitlmat 
632-5037 
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Seven Sisters could be tourist destination 
u i , . . 
by Sleve Doyle have thegreatestrelief(vertieal _ . . . .Commentary  pilots can take you into the best and lake 
Terrace contributor distance from base to summit) areas for viewing the glaciers. If the alpine,C°untrYand eventuallyafter comes leaving 
An eerie silence settled over us of any mountains along High- "you can get a group together, the out to Highway 16, just east of 
I I  the Bell 206 Jet Ranger heli- way 16 west of Mt. Robson, as a world-class Park. Terrace rates are surprisingly low. Big Oliver Creek and about 310 
copter disappeared into the dis- which is at the Alberta border, residents should view for There are of course several miles east of Terrace. 
tlmce. Mike McDonald, a pho- Anyone who has driven by the themselves this beautiful moun- hiking trails into the area, and it For more information on the 
tographer from Vancotiver and Seven Sisters is aware of how tain range, and then decide if the Was the Oliver Creek Trail that Seven Sisters contact Terraoe 
myself had just been dropped they stand out from the rest of Seven Sisters are indeed special. Mike McDonald and Ihiked out Chamber of Commerce Tourist 
off at the 5,200 foot level in the the mountains in our area. I Northern Mountain Helicopters on after being dropped off by Information at 635-2063 or the 
Seven Sisters mountains. The have personally seen large tour offers helicopter service into the Northern Mountain Helicopters. Seven Sisters Society at Box 73, • 
silence was only temporary, buses pulled over on the shoul- area, and their knowledgeable This trail descends into forest Kitwanga, B.C. V0J 2A0. 
however, as our hearing return- der of the highway to allow the 
ul to normal after the roar of passengers a glimpse of the In s e a r c h  of a basis tile helicopter's take-off ceased. Seven Sisters. 
sound of birds and running It is clear that the Seven 
water quickly made us realize Sisters range attracts a lot of at- 
tlmt summer had finally pene- tention from passing tourists, for greed in biology trlted the harsh alpine environ- but with no facilities for them to 
meat at this elevation, stop and stay overnight, tourists 
The purpose for our trip into travel on. The travel counsellor 
tiw Seven Sisters Mountaim was attheTerraceCharnberofCom-LC~C~ 
to video-tape the peaks, glaciers merce Tourist Information facil- Dissatisfaction until aequisi- a faster ate than those who 
alpine meadows that make ity says there has been a 50 per- tions had reached a threshhold content. 
level would be sufficient motiva- Similarly, - if a religious 
up this spectacular range. The cent increase in the number of To-~l~eedltor , tion for the expression of this subgroup that also endorses footage shot on this trip will be tourists travelling through our 
in a video that Mike Mc- area this summer. With the ira- I wondered if it was possible gene, and indeed, we find much growth and industry for its own 
Donald is producing for the Sev- plementation of a new National that there were genes that con- dissatisfaction within the human sake for the increase of material 
Sisters Society. The video, Park on South Moresby in the trolled greed, one of the main populations, wealth and which subgroup 
which will be completed this fall, Queen Charlotte Islands, more sources of problems for humani- My subjective xperience sug- doesn't control its birth rate as 
dlowcases the scenic beauty of and more tourists will be travel- ty and the environment, gests that this gene is alive and the others do, then adherents 
file range and extolls the virtues ling through Terrace with a Na- In  searching for natural well in humans, will also join the ranks of thou 
of the Seven Sisters Range as a tional Park as their destination, parallels in the am'real kingdom, How might political policies that increase this gene. 
rureational paradise. Examples The Terrace area needs to of- I recalled that squirrels hoarded increase the frequency of  this 
of recreation i the Seven Sisters fer these park-oriented tourists a nuts and cones, pikas hoarded gene and the trouble that it I conclude that the greed g~ 
In:  hiking, cr0ss-country ski- • destination right here in our grasses and sedges, beavers generates as regards sharing, is thus open to artificial selection 
ia$, snow mobiling, and scenic area: the Seven Sisters. There hoarded willows and ~ aspen stealing, corruption, environ-and manipulation by politics 
~ng.  already is a park proposal in shoots, Gombi chimps hoarded mental degradation'andso on? and social practices and furth~- 
As we hiked down through the place, 61,382 hectares in size, grapefruits and bananas, bears By encouraging wealth and more, is the root cause of much 
alpine meadows, we observed which includes Mount Sir Rob- collected fat, and spiders and economic growth for its own o f  what is wrongwith this 
many areas where the fragile ert(8,000 feet), Mount Quinlan many other insects collected sake and by flaunting and world. 
hmther and other alpine vegeta- and many miles of rolling alpine food for hard times, patronizing the greedy and by 
ttOn had been torn up by all- meadows. Creating a world- It thusappears that there is letting crummy programming Scientists must begin to look 
tlnain vehicles (presumably dirt class Provincial Park in much precedent innature for the permeate the media, politicians at the inheritance and expression 
bikes). Vegetation i alpine me.a- Terrace's back yard would help act of collecting resources for are able to reach those most easi- of this gene because it may well 
dows is extremely slow-growing, diversify our economy by taking later use. The act of doing so ly dissatisfied amongst the be evolving in a disastrous diff.. 
it will be a long time before advantage of the increased tour- would also help the population masses; thereby identifying them tion by default through our 
tl~ scars on these meadows are ist traffic created by South to survive through hard times,, for patronage, neglect andignorantdirectionof 
Ilmled. In some cases they may Moresby National Park. better than those that didn't, If these dissatisfied folks are its artificial evolution. 
~er  heal as the larger scars are As the degradation of the Thus, the genes that govern then given patronage conces- 
acting as stream beds for alpine meadows on the Seven this kind of behaviour would be si0ns, their financial situation 
wlter runoff, creating even Sisters continues and both the entrenched in the offspring of will t;avor larger family size and Jorma Jyrkkaa~ 
Ip~tter erosion, forest and mining industry in- the hoarders, their population will increase at Terrace, B.C. 
The desecration of these crease their pressure to extract . 
alpine meadows does not seem a resources from the Seven Sisters, 
titling legacy for such a spec- the viability for Park status di- 
titular mountain range as the minishes. We must act now if we 
,$~en Sisters. TheSeven Sisters wish to preserve this primearea The 
Credit unions continued from page 4 
wholly-owned subsidiaries or" directors have thought of 6TOI K 
Iproups like Merrill Lynch or themselves as nothing morethan 
South African-based trust com- another financial house. 
plaies. In my view credit unions are I ~ E D O ~  T 
This government bill will ac- marked for death unless credit 
tually encourage credit unions to union members fight back. 
bring about their own demise. Credit union members are the Is the stork 
Quite frankly I think most only ones who can preserve the about to visit you? / ~  I 
¢mdit union members don't real. integrity and phi losophy 
ly care about the earlier, foun- necessary to serve people. Let everyone know about the happy event by having it printed diag philosophy of the credit 
union movement. I also suspect If credit union members don't in the Ter race  Rev iew.  Forms are available at the hospital. 
that many have never heard of fight back various credit unions 
it. For many years some credit will be interred in the same 
unions, some credit union burial plot as the Bank of B.C. 
managers, and some boards of or the Bank of Western Canada. 
McCo.oey - -  Rolfe, Deb and dessica joyfully announce 
- the b rth of Ca tlin on August 6, 1987, we ghung 7 Ibs. 15 Where it'  at... oz. 
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, Achievement Day 
l l lel lo ,two competitors got an opportunity to display their horsemanship during a recent 4-H Achievement Day in 
mornhill. Kelly MacNeill on Snip (foreground) placed second in Junior Halter and Unit 1 B, and Anita Zeigler on Fritzy 
placed second in Senior Halter and third in Unit lB. 
Riders Show off skill 
TEIORNHILL --  In a recent 
Boots 'n Saddles 4H Club 
Achievement Day at Thornhill 
Community grounds, members 
were given an opportunity to 
demonstrate their level of skill in 
a variety of equestrian events. 
In-the •first event, Kelly 
MacNeill placed first in Junior 
- ,  Halter and was followed by 
I l l  Kathy Lavoie, Sarah Strachan, Sa,.ation MoniqueDugaro, VickjKlinger tS and Tracy Monteith. Army ge Lisa Zeigler won the Senior 
Halter event, with Anita Zeigler, 
• Dai-c~- Oi]h~thi and' T[ihihiy new Officer Sturk°c°ndng inc l °sebeh ind '  
Vicki Klinger finished first in 
llERRACE -- A new soldier will Unit 1A with Tracy Monteith 
soon join the ranks of the Salva- placing second. Unit 1B was 
lion Army in the Terrace Corps. 
Patsy Samper will be the focus 
of attention at her commitment 
service, to be held at the Salva- 
tion Army on Walsh Avenue on 
Sept. 6 at 7 p.m. 
The installation will be attend- 
ed by the only female Cana- 
dian/Bermuda Divisional Corn- 
gander, Major June Dwyer, 
who will perform the installation 
service as the guest speaker and 
will deliver a" commitment 
speech. 
Nineteen soldiers are listed in 
the Terrace Corps, and twelve of 
these soldiers are active. Sarnper 
will begin duties as a Salvation 
taken by Sarah Strachan follow- 
ed by Kelly MacNeill, Anita 
Zeigler andKathy Lav0ie. 
In Unit 2A Tummy Sturko led 
Monique Dugaro, and the only 
entry in Unit 3A, Lisa Zeigler, 
achieved in class. 
The final event of the day, 
Unit 6, also had a lone achiever, 
Darcy Gilham. 
like to thank judge Bey Shaw 
• and ring master Lynne Eastman 
.for making the Achievement 
Day possible. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : : : :Nor thwe,s f  
SENTINEL CHIMNEY 
Natural Gas Fireplaces 
VALOR a radiant heater and the 
HUNTER with fan and automatic stop and start. 
UoA~n ys3 l~]  a~r  ~ ~tnal!:a~ . . . . .  VALLEYC0_MFORT leader in wood heating engery 
_._.•_ .., ,,,.,v, u~.... . . .  , ,,l I 'ULL 311EET METAL FABRICATION DE AR ' 
umxorm, trurougnout me corn- 5239 . . . . . . . .  " P-...TMENT 
I~elln Ave,/errace, B C mumty. • • , . 635 7158 
I CLOS'NG.OUT SALE 
I Everything Must Go!! 
• 2 PC. SOFA 
& CHAIR 
E ;..noloo,kx 
l i  Shop Smart! " I f "  ,' 
vr Come to the Warehouse, City Van Furniture 
at: 4910.B Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 638-1119 
Terrace Revkw.-- Wtalne~iy, September 2, 198"/ 7 
Slumber Lodge Motel 
GRAND TRUNK RESTAURANT 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace. B.C., 
Labour Day, Weekend 
Dinner Special 
8 oz. Sirloin Steak 
with soup or salad bar and'desSert 
$9.50 '~ 
635-6302 
li 
I 
'I 
J I ~ 
I l l )  ilia)try.., 
"'"ON YOUR BACK TO SCHOOL BASICS 
10% SPECIAL 
ALL ART SUPPLIES 
i 
~m'm'm=wm,m I 
~ m w u m ~mlm-411 
.Gift Set Pens.&. Pencils . . . .  |[, 
PARKER PAPER-MATE SHEAFFER I~ I
1 
25% 
PARKER 
[] Pens 
[] Pencils 
[] Rolling Markers 
OFF 
20% OFF 
ALL 
STAEDTLER 
~ u e~'~" ~ D R A F TIN G 
~ c o ~  S UPPMES 
///1' ~ " [] overhead Markers 
] [ /~~. i "~,~ [] Technical Pens #/~-'- ~ [] Drawing Boards 
~~.~ -""J ~ Mechanical Pencils 
[] Leads, etc 
STnTI©  B 
635-7181 
4554 Laze l le  Avenue,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
TOLL FREE 1-800-772.61--30 
d £'~' 
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Veteran golfer Kelth Willl ams finally got a hole-in-one after 30 years of play- 
Ing. He did It at the Skeena Valley Golf Club on Aug. 24 by using his trusty 
fWe-iron on the fourth hole. 
Skeena Valley: 
sees another: ace 
The Skeena Valley Golf Club 
is rapidly turning into the "hole- 
in-one" course of the province. 
The  sixth 'ace' of the season 
was posted on Aug. 24 when 
65-year-old Keith Williams saw 
Ms dream come true after 30 
years at the game. 
Williams got his gem on the 
fourth, a 165-yard par-three 
hole during his first round inthe 
morning. He used a five-iron to 
do it, and ended up with a score 
of 42 for the round. 
Builders 
strike out 
11 
in Fern e 
The Terrace Builders try for 
e : 
One of his threesome was Ray 
Taft, another veteran who had 
aced the second hole in July. 
Gary Reum was the other wit- 
• ness to Williams' effort. 
Williams missed out by one 
day in picking up a new car for 
his shot. He had planned to 
enter the CFTK-Inn of the West 
18-hole charity tournament on 
the 23rd where they offered new 
cars for gems on the second and 
fourth holes. 
• However, the Kinsmen Reu- 
men clashed with that weekend 
activity and Keith couldn't 
enter. 
Other holes-in-one this season 
were scored by Rod Vance of 
Kitimat, Bob Park and Rod 
Verstrate of Terrace, and Steve 
.Arlington of Custer, Wash- 
mgton. 
the B.C. Intermediate 'A' men,s Playoffs slo-pitch softball championship 
at Fernie last month was not suc- 
cessful. , 
On open!ng day of the U n d erway 
16,team scnes, the Builders 
posted two wins - -  14-13 over 
Port Alberni and 9-7 over Sur- 
rey. 
On Sunday, they lost two in a 
row - -  13-$ to Nelson and 9-7 to 
another Surrey squad. This 
eliminated them from the 
16-team double-knockout st, des. 
Earlier, other Terrace teams 
suffered the same consequences 
at the B.C. playdowns. 
Westpoint Rentals lost out at 
the Senior 'B' finals at 
Kamloops, while SKB Molsons 
Qere eliminated at the In- 
termediate 'B' f inals at 
Nanaim0. 
The Northwest Senioi Men's 
Soccer League played nine 
games on the Aug. 23 weekend 
as the circuit's six-team playoff 
got underway. 
in Saturday's opening session, 
Timbermart Juventis downed 
Thorahill Pu{~ 4-3, Skeena 
Sawmills took Repap 2-1 and 
Silver Bullets played to a 2-2 tie 
with Aiyansh. • 
Sunday morning saw Sk~na 
cont inued  onpage 9 
-•. _ - , 
The $core8 are... 
TERRACEANNUAL SCRUB SOFTBALL 
TOURNAMENT 
SCHEDULE FOR PRELIMINARY ROOND 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 23 
FIELD GAME 
Cassle Hall No, 2 7 p.m. Jokers 18-Brewmaslers 32 
NWCC 7 p.m, Giver Gang 19-Castouts 18 
Skecnavlew 7 p.m. 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m. 
Uplands 7 p.m. 
Clarence M. No. 1 
7 p.m. 
Clarence M. No. 2 
7 p.m. 
Skeena Jr, 7 p.m. 
Controlled Violence 16-Telkwa Roofing 12 
Reel Inn Raiders 6-Kermode Kubs 12 - 
Tolsec Alarmers 8-All Seasons Expose 32 
Garflelds 0-Hill Top Royals 7(def) 
Green Team 0-Skeena Ce u oseT(del) 
Moonliter Custom 22-Molson Canadians 2.6 
Cassia Hall No. 2 
7 p.m. 
NWCC 7 p.m. 
Skeenavlew 7 p.m. 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m. 
Uplands 7 p.m. 
Clarence M. No. 1 
8 p:m. 
Clarence M. No. 2 
8 p.m. 
Skeena Jr. 8 p.m. 
MONDAy, AUGUST 24 
Coors Crew 14-Skeena Sawmills 19 
Here for the Beer 31-Zig Zags 10 
Hagens Heros 12-Psycho Chickens 32 
Library 12-First Choice Travel 13 
Mohawk Maulers 10-Leftovers =?.2 
Lazelle Dental Impressions 19.C.N.R.A. 10 
Family Connection 13-Lost Cause 7 
Schmitty's 16-Kermode Friends17 
SEPT. 8 
SEPT. 9 
SEPT. 8 
SEPT. 10 
SEPT. 8 
SEPT. 9 
SEPT. 8 
SEPT. 9 
SEPT. 8 
SEPT. 9 
SEPT. 8 
SEPT. 9 
SEPT. 8 
SEPT. g 
THE INITIAL ROUND OF GAMES FOR TERRACE 
YOUTH SOCCER PLAYOFFS STARTING NEXT 
WEEK, MID-WEEK GAMES AT 8 P.M, 
UNDER 7 AT lET. KENNEV 
Kinsmen vs. Vic Froese 
Canons vs, Lions 
Terrace Builders vs. Sundance 
Doe's United vs, Safeway 
More games each day until Sunday's finals. 
UNDER 8 AT E.T. KENNEY 
- Ken's Photo vs. McAIplne 
Tilden Tigers vs. Terrace Chrysler 
To!em_Ford vs. Wlnner(Ken's.McAIplne 
ualry uueen vs. Winner(Tilden.Chrysler) 
UNDER 10 AT CASSIE HALL 
Carlyle Shepherd vs. Surveyors 
Skeena Cellulose vs. Shoppers Drugs 
Skeena Sawmills vs, Thunderbirds 
Co.op vs. AGK Pacmen 
UNDER 12 AT SKEENA 
Cedarland vs. Sight and Sound 
Copperslde vs, Finning 
Aqua Plumbing vs. Wlnner(Cedarland.Slght & Sound) 
Northwest Sportsman vs. Wlnner(Copperslde.Flnnlng) 
UNDER 13 AT SKEENA 
Buds Trucking vs. Bavarian Inn 
Rotary vs. Winner(Buds.Bavarian) 
UNDER 15 AT NORTHWEST COLLEGE 
All Seasons vs. Braids 
Northern Drugs vs. Phllpotts 
GIRLS DIVISION AT CALEDONIA 
Klnettes vs. Tide Lakers ' • 
Pizza Hut vs, Rlcharde 
. . . .  TUESDAY, AUGUST 25 
Cassia Hall NO. 2 7 p.m. All Season Expose 16- Hill Top Royals 8 
NWCC 7 p.m, Green Team ITMoonllter Custom 7(del) 
Skeenaview 7 p.m. 
Thorn. Com. Gr, 7 p.m. 
Uplands 7 p.m. 
Clarence M. No. 1 
8 p.m. 
Clarence M. No. 2 
8 p.m. 
Skeena Jr. 8 p.m. 
Skeena Cellulose 15-Molson Canadians 13 
Jokers 15-Giver Gang 32 
Brewmasters 12-Castouts 14 
Controlled Violence 20-Reel Inn Raiders 7 
Telkwa Roofing 17-Kermode Kubs 12 
Tolsec Alarmers 11.Garflelds 13 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26 
Cassle Hall No. 2 7 p.m. Leftovers 20.C.N.R.A. 9 
NWCC 7 p.m. Family Connect. 36-Schmltty's 14 
Skeenavlew 7 p.m. Lost Causes 14.Kermode Friends 16 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m. Coors Crew 1&Here for the Beer 17 
Uplands 7 p.m, Skeena Sawmllls'25-ZIg Zags 17 
Clarence M. No. 1 
• 8 p.m. Hagens Heros 21.Library Bookworms 20 
Clarence M. No. 2 
8 p.m. Psycho Chickens 6-First Choice Travel 23 
Skeena Jr. 8 P.m. Mohawk Maulers 17-Lazelle Dental Ira. 11 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 27 
easels Hall No. 2 7 p,m. Controlled Violence 29-Kermode Kubs 14 
NWCC 7 p.m. Telkwa Roofing 19.Real Inn Raiders 9 
Skeenavlew 7 p.m. Tolsec Alarmers 10.HIll Top Royals 20 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m. All Seasons Expose 12-Garllelde 14 
Uplands 7 p.m. Green Team O-Molson Canadians 7(del) 
Clarence M. No. 1 " 
8 p.m. Skeena Cellulose 7.Moonllter Custom 0(def) 
Clarence M. No, 2 
8 p.m. The Jokers 11.Castouls 32 
Skeena Jr, 8 p.m. Brewmasters 20- Giver Gang 13 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 28 
Cassia Hall No. 2 7 p.m. Hagen Heros 6.First Choice Travel 24 
NWCC 7' p,m, Psycho Chickens 7-Library 0(def) 
Skeenavlew 7 p.m, Mohawk Maulers 20-C.N.R.A. 12 
Thorn. Com. Gr. 7 p.m, 
Clarence M. No. 1 
7 p.m. 
Clarence M. No. 2 
7 p.m. 
Skeena Jr. 7 p.m. 
Riverside 7 p.m. 
Leftovers 15.Lazelle Denial 10 
Family Connection 17.Kermods Friends 11 
Lost Causes 14.Schmllty's Excavating 18 
Coors Crew 7.Zlg Zags 0(del) 
Skeena Sawmills 17.Here for the Beer 27 
LESSONS AN D REGISTRATION 
Terrace Mino'r Hockey is offering five, one- 
hour sessions of on-ice instruction in 
power skating• 
Two sets of time will be available: 
6 p.m.;-- 7 p.m. 
7 p.m. ~ 8:p.m. 
The sessions run from September 9 to 18. 
Contact Brock Waldron at 638-1993 for 
more information. 
Registi'a~tibn for th0'1987.88 Terrace Minor 
• Hockey season will take place at the 
Skeena Mall. Youngsters can sign up on 
Sept. 11 from 6 to 9 p.m. or on September 
12 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more informa- 
tion, phone Colleen Maitland at 635-7938. 
Terrace Minor Hockey's annual equipment 
swap is coming up at the Skeena Mall on 
September 19 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. You 
• can buy or trade new and used equipment 
at this time. Bring goods to the swap by 10 
a.m. For information, •phone Harry Red- 
mond at 635-3698. 
Fall registration for the Terrace Peaks 
gymnastic club will take • place at the 
Skeena Mall on September 18 and 19. For 
Information, phone Kathy Skrabyk at 
635-6788, or Irene Kuhar at 635.3215. 
Registration for the Terrace Figure 
Skating Club can be done at the Terrace 
Arena on September 8 or at the Skeena 
Mall on September 18 or 19. For informa. 
tion, phone •Cathy Lambright at 635-2903 
or Diane Hawrylukat 635-3016. • 
sponsored by... 
BmJcl I tr 
Ltd. 
•. Come in to.our office-at 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Phone 638-8581 • ' o 
i~ :  ; i . :  ¸ 
~" A complete personalized 
Insurance Agency for 
Home • Life • Fire 
Boat • Business 
AUTHORIZED AGENTS 
In Terrace court 
Keith Wilson was fined $75 in 
Terrace provincial court on Fri- 
day, August 14 for theft. 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, August 14 J.am.es. Gray 
was fined $50 for a vmlation of 
the Narcotics Control Act. 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, August 7 Allan Smith 
was fined $200 for a violation of 
the Federal Fisheries Act. 
Ivan Batagelj was sentenced 
to 30 days in jail and given one 
year's probation in Terrace pro- 
vincial court on Monday, Aug- 
ust l0 for assault. 
On Wednesday, August 12 in 
Terrace provincial court John 
Graham was fined $650 and had 
his driving privileges suspended 
for six months for having con- 
trol of a motor vehicle while his 
ability to drive was impaired. 
. . . . . .  ~ i .  = , " 
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Golfers give to  
Special Olympics 
John Douglas and the local 
section of the Special Olympics 
were the big winners at the first 
annual CFTK-Inn of the West 
18-hole charity golf tournament 
at the Skccna Valley Golf Club 
on Aug. 23. 
All 81 players had their names 
in a barrel, and Douglas had his 
name picked last at the windup 
banquet. This gave him the ma- 
jor prize of a trip for two to Los 
Angeles. 
The Special Olympics for the 
handicapped was selected as 
recipient of all proceeds from. 
the day, and picked up about 
$2,000 as a donation. 
As for .the golf, 'it was a pairs 
setup ,with twosomes playing a 
two-ball, alternate shot format. 
With free refreshment s ops at 
various places around the nine- 
hole playout, it turned out to be 
a fun tourney. 
The overall low gross prize 
went to Dale Greenwood and 
Graham Scott. They turned in a 
score of 90. Overall ow net with• 
a score of 70 went to Doris and 
Keith Grace. 
Douglas also won another 
prize. He teamed w i th  Fred 
Lewis for the high gross score of 
127. 
The two cars donated for a 
hole-in-one went unclaimed, 
although Vancouver talk-show 
host Gary Bannerman came 
closest. 
Bannerman, who is travelling 
the. area "~0n a get-acquainted 
trip, landed only nine inches 
from the cup on the par-three se- 
cond hole. 
The tournament was declared 
an outstanding success and will 
become a regular feature on the 
golf schedule in future. 
Forest fire 
update 
from the B.C, Forest Service 
Only one new fire was 
reported in the Kalum Forelt 
District last week. This brinl~ 
the total number of fires to 43 
for the 1987 fire .season, 
Spotty rain showers in .the 
southern.half of the District dur- 
• ing the latter part of the wee~ 
kept the fire danger at a low to 
moderate. The northern part0f  
the district particularly the Nas,% 
Vandyke, and Bell-Irving are~ 
did not get .any rain and the rue 
danger is still high to extreme. 
Anyone seeing, a fire in the 
woods should report it by calling 
the operator and asking for 
Zenith 5555. 
/ • 
. . . . . . .  • I 
CFTK's Tim MaeLean and Stu Crouse were happy to present Monica Peacock and Anns Hendry with approximately 
$2,000 for the operation of the Special Olympics program In Terrace. The money was the proceeds from the CFTK-Inn 
of the West charity golf tou(nament held on:Aug. 23. -, " . . . . . . .  
Terry Fox legend lives on 
TERRACE- -  "Run, walk, jog, heroes during his Marathon of 
bike, wheel or ride", encourage Hope and after his death: he 
local organizers of the seventh represented a legacy of caring 
/innual Terry Fox Run to be held which sprouted other heroes like 
Sept. 13. Steve Fonyo, and most recently 
Terry Fox was a hero among Rick Hansen. 
Soccer - -  continued from page8 
Sawmills beat Aiyansh 3-2, T imbermart  .beat Skeena 
Terry Fox's memory lives on, 
and every: year a run to com- 
memorate his dedication is held 
in over 300 locations in the B.C. 
and Yukon . . . . . .  
Men, women, .and children 
gather each year to raise money 
to maintain Fox's dream. Last 
year .over 70,000 participants 
raised $345,000 to be given to 
the time 
& sg~le 
RAINBow 
FABRICS 
632-4231 
Trigo's Building _ 3rd Floor 
Kitimat, B.C.' 
Order your fashionable 
window coverings here!- 
SUMMER FABRICS up to50% off 
8 Great Selection of quilting COttons Silver Bullets blank Timbermart Sawmills 3-2, and Thornhill edg- the Canadian Cancer Society for • ~ Fabric paints 
3-0, and Thornhill down Repap ed Silver Bullets 2-I. The final research and medical advance . . . . .  
4:-2; games in the round-robin are to 
be la ed the next ment. , i Daisy Kingdom kits 
" - - • - " " P Y weekend, Terrace s event was attended I PFAFF dealer 
.m ~unaay atternoon action, together with the single elimina- by 108 people last ear an - • ' 
A!yans h won !-0 over Repap, tion finals. • contln:ed on p:gPl~ 
I I . -.":..ALL "SEASO MS'..-. 
: I i [ G IANT 3"DAY SALE  " 
#/ i i Thursday, September 3 12 p.ml- 9 p.m. 
I I I Saturday' September 5 9a .m. - -6p .m!  : -  
" i ~ I I :i EVERTHING ON SALE. . . .  
I i VERYTHING MARKED DOWN.,.. 
I- ,i ! EVERYTH.ING FROM !0% to 70% off!! 
I )~  | I * Ho_c.keY ., Footwear, Ski Jackets 
I ~ I I , * Fishing, Softbal l ,  Clothing 
r :-- 3 DAYS 
. 4662 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 6 3 5  2 9 8 2  
.:j 
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A month's free rent was the reward won by Howard and Judy Chafin for keep- 
ing an attractive home. The Chafins took first place recently in the 
Timberland Trailer Court's annual contest for best-kept premises among 
ruldents. Other prizes were awarded to Alle and Gunter Leonardt, Brlgit and 
Max Neubacher, Frank Rowe'and Gall Murray, and Darryl BJogaard and Tracy 
Elwood; the contest has been a yearly affair for several years in the Thornhill 
tlailer park and is sponsored by the owners, Ron and Glnny Lowrle. Judges 
were Malcolm Hilcove of the Terrace Beautification Society and Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce president Bruce Graydon. 
Creative writing 
classes return 
to college 
..;..:,!.-./: !:~: '::, II1ERRACE Local residents 
• WhO want to develop their liter- 
I:...V.".~.~ skills will have the oppor- 
.~:",,:i~'/,.:/Omity to do so in a classroom 
!v. ~ g, tting this fall. NorthwestCom- 
munity College will offer a 
course in creative writing for the 
fast time in five years. 
' English : instructor George 
Stanley said there are no prere- 
quisites for the course. "It's 
open to anyone who has a real 
desire to write, anyone who's in- 
terested in making a sincere ef- 
fort," he said. 
Stanley indicatedthe work- 
load for English 109, as the 
course will called, is comparable 
to that of other English courses, 
but assignments will take the 
form of short stories, narratives 
and poemsrather than critiques 
and essays. Course materials will 
"be short works in those styles by 
authors such as Emily Carr, 
Margaret Laurence and William 
Blake. 
The course will run two 
semesters, and Stanley said he 
hopes the second semester will 
give students an opportunity to 
do independent .work on long- 
term literary projects. 
Stanley, a published poet, said 
he has received expressions of 
interest from the community to 
form a local writers' group and 
hopes the formation of such a 
group may be One outcome of 
offering the course. 
Registration dates at North- 
west Community College will be 
Sept. 3, 4, and 8. Stanley said 
late registrations will be ac- 
cepted for English 109. 
Wednesday is 
SHIRT 
DAY 
expertly laundered 
Men's business shirts 
or Ladies' cotton blend 
dress shirts 
TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU BETTER!! 
Kiddie Corner from the Post Office 
Thornhlll Public Market 
Quick and easy.., 
TERRACE 
BUSINESS GUIDE 
Transmissions 
, Exchange ,•  Rebuilt 
• Parts , Repairs 
Automotive and marine 
Your local, on-the-spot specialists 
for over 16 years 
For tile best in maintena,ce or repair... 
4419 Legion Ave., Terrace 
635-26n0 After hours: 635-6937 
%' ! .'~ 
Thornhiii Grocery 
& Laundromat 
.i 
• Open 7days a weekSa.m.. 11p.m. 
• Fresh meat cut dai ly 
• Fresh produce, 'Take.out' foods 
• Post office 
635-6624 
across from Thornhlll Elementary 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS KALUM ELECTRIC 
• 4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
635-5134 " 
Complete electronics 
repair services- " ~ 
Service centre for most 
major brands 
Satellte TV systems 
. Your complete 
source for aft 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635.7.158 --II 11 - -T -  
TOTAL ' 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
~ TYPING 
"~. VOICEPAGERS ~ PHOTOCOPYING 
24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
 638.8195 
01-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N4 
ILL-Ill[5 
I 
GLASS 
TERRACELTD.  
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
A utoGlass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
Major Appliances: " 
" . Fr!gidalre Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales & Service VCR • 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
Kalum Electric Ltd. ' 3~3, Kalum St 635.6286 
CONTRACTING 
Commercial & Residential Construction, 
Maintenance, Repairs & Renovations 
Wood Stove, Installations 
4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE. ~,-,P.r-~,,-,-~ 
TERRACE. B.C. , OO:3 DO~)~ 
4~ _ Specializing h, 
~i~ i: ~ 4X4 and 
iAutomatlc 
Transmission 
~ Repairs 
North  Coast Auto 
Relxlirs .-t d. 83~73==° River Dr., Terrace 
MERC CRUISERS ~. MARINER OUTBOARDS 
• HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 1"0 DL NO. 7550. &POWER PRODUCTS 
• KEN'S MARINE 
~g,.~,= ~ ~ ..~ . 4946 Greig Ave. Phone: 635.2909 
• w ~  
 ?ioRarasO[e=. r B & G 
--Locally owned and operated. 
4910.C Greig Avenue . Terrace, B.C. 
Come In And Visit Us! 
,, , ,  THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL: 
I ,~ , , ,~4yb,  aAvall'l LgAl nSll Mz0s OP 
~-- - -~ '~ SAVOLITE ~ Re $s 79 
• ~ ' Cleaning " . ,~  g" " ~ ,~ 
.u . . , , c  v.c u, c . , . .  " l /V  ' l ' .  
\ 
s349°°o,., 635-5501 
Inflatable Boat Repairs ~Pee~o 
• Durable High Quality 
~.,$P Vulcanizing Repairs• 'gels;9, 
¢j~ We specialize in Conveyer Belt 
Installations, Splicing, and Repairs. 
Vulcanizing and Pulley Lagging. 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
638-0663 638-81 
Industrial 638-1876 
Commercial & , . / f - -~z  
Residential .. k / . .  
Wiring ~_, 
Hate's Electric 
Nathan Waddal l -  Electrical Contractor 4931 Lazella Ave., Terrsce 
DOC'S CARTAGE 
I AND STORAGE CO. (1984) LTD. 
GROCERY Agents for ,.,UNFI'ED United Van Lines ~UNIT"ED 
Laundromat & Carwash | ... across town or across the nat/on. 
Open 8:30-10:30 daily I 635-2728 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 3111 Blakeburn St., Terrace, B.C. 
In Kltlmat - -  Phone 632-2544 
West Coast 
Chimney Service 
Clean P.h;m.--,, Maintenance • , ,o l  a | l  i i i i i . e  3 
Dealer for: 
FINGARD CHIMNEY 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
635-9557 
Contact 
Terrace 
Review 
4535 Greig Avenue 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcyc les .  Chalnsaws 
: Snowmobiles • Marine Supplies 
TERRACE "- EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
I 
4441 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace Ph. 635.6384 
635-7840 
• , . .  • • , ,  j * -  , ,  - 
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NOrthwest trapper and artist John Gibson can work in both abstract and 
realist styles with carving tools and wood. This current work is an image of a 
goat, and he is preparing to begin a five-foot by three-foot Impression of two 
mountain sheep in battle. 
Extended care 
construction to 
• Ter race  Rev iew --. Wednesday, September 2, 1,987 i l  
• . . - . . . , " - P  
" Northwest lifestyle 
suits this trapper 
Trapper John Gibson says he 
prefers the lifestyle afforded by 
the Northwest to the way of life 
he's experienced in other parts 
of Canada. Getting most of his 
food from nature, Gibson puts 
money secondary. 
by Bdan Gregg 
had Other ecognized talents, but 
Gibson had to leave school in 
Grade 8 to help support his 
:family. 
Born 37 years ago on Van- 
couver Island, Gibson was at- 
tracted to nature at an early age 
when he made a "pet" out of a 
second:year bear cub with no 
mother. He would feed the bear 
sandwiches on his way to school, 
and thought it wasjust another 
dog until he saw a picture of a 
bear. A year and a half after he 
first met the bear it was shot by a 
hunter. 
The hunter brought he bear 
over to the Gibson house after 
he'd shot it, and young John 
was upset to .discover his pet 
lying dead in the back of the 
truck. The hunter gave the fami- 
ly some bear meat for eating; 
but John had mysteriously ost 
his appetite the evening the 
family sat down to eat the 
hunter's gift. 
He was classified as an artistic 
genius in elementary school and 
mid-sixties. He also worked as a 
telegraph delivery man and 
learned tattooing. 
Gibson developed lung prob- 
lems and could not continue 
with sign painting and commer- 
cial art on a full time basis so he 
began carving rock, ivory and 
wood. From his mid to late 20's, 
Gibson was most fascinated with 
human skin as a medium for art- 
work. He ran tattoo parlors on 
Vancouver Island, in Vancouver 
and in Nova Scotia, where he 
also owned his own parlor. Gib- 
son has fished commercially on 
both coasts: scallop on the east 
coast, crab on the west coast. He 
trapped:in a swamp one winter 
in Nova Scotia. Working in 
various provinces, he slowly 
moved westward, back to B.C. 
In 1984 Gibson came northto 
Terrace where he has been in- 
volved in sign painting, carving 
and trapping. Trapping was 
wide open back east, he says. 
There are many more restric- 
tions onthe B.C. trapper. 
Gibson is quick to defend 
trapping when confronted by ig- 
norance. " I f  an area is properly 
harvested it-will yield larger 
crops of game than an area left 
r~CE'"" The $i mil l ion ed construction of the extended living as a musician, playing 
addition Of an extended care care unit will probably be under: guitar, electric;piano, and drums 
to nature. M,an was put here to 
manage'the :wilderness. Most 
people who object to hunting 
and trapping ai'e meat-eating 
beaver, martin, lynx, squirrels, 
weasels, muskrat, otter and 
skunk. He also hunts bear and 
moose for a living and has the 
opportunity to hunt goat and 
sheep this year. 
Gibson is thinking of opening 
up a tottooing parlor in this 
area~ The new fear with tattoos 
is of AIDS, but Gibson refutes 
such fears. Dermagraphologists 
(tattoo artists) must~have both 
the talent and skill to open up 
Such parlors; and everytattooist 
uses disposable needles. Even if 
the needles were reusable,,,..says 
Gibson, ultrasonic leaners and 
autoclaves (pressure cooking in- 
plements) would kill all mic- 
robes in 45. minutes. "A tattoo 
parlor is as sterile as a hospital 
operating room", he says. 
Gibson issues a warning to 
people using homemade tattoos.. 
Use of the wrong dyes can cause 
loss of a limb, severe infection 
or gangrene in the hands of an  
amateur. :You are either a skilled 
tattooist or you are a .novice, 
Gibson cautions. A tattooist has 
to know sterilization; how to 
make, rebuild and modify mach- 
ines; have artistic ability; have 
knowledge .of .diseases; be able 
• 7 ,He worked as a fine artist, do- hypocrites - -  getting someone 
ing oil paintings for a few y~s;  else to do their killing for them. shop, he says. start in sp, ri g  'thefou'an=ior,if=t,,lo If they don't complain about me Gibson is still involved in 
. . . . . . .  :, ,:,,: n .... ~:. ~. ..... .: m commercial arts and sign killing game, I won't complain Custom wood carving. He has 
*~" ~~ ~ ~l~aiffffn~..-He supplemented :~s about them eating Other types~of :made carvingsfor the City:of 
unit at Terraceview Lodge is on 
schedule and progressing as 
planned, according to Mills 
Memorial Hospital Executive 
Director Norm Carelius. 
Carelius said that the project 
is in the design phase at the pre- 
sent time and blueprints are be- 
ing finalized and reviewed by ar- 
chitects at the Ministry of 
Health. 
"We've got the funds to do 
the planning, and once the ar- 
chitectural drawings are in place 
arid we have pre-construction 
operating estimates, the con- 
struction phase of the project 
can proceed," he said. 
Carelius explained that pre- 
construction operating estimates 
consist of est imating an 
operating budget for the com- 
pleted project. "Once that's all 
in order the Ministry hopefully 
will release the actual funds for 
construction,', said Careli'us. : 
He said that by the time the 
budget is completed and approv- 
S. HIGGINS 
ENTERPRISES 
way early next year. 
"You don't want to start 
pouring foundations and that 
sort of thing in the winter time. 
So we probably won't see the 
first shovel in the ground until 
the .spring ~'' he said. 
The Golden 
Razor 
Licensed sinai~ engine technician 
= 
3963 Sande Avenue - 
Terrace. B.C. 
H 
to deal with people; be able to 
run a business; and keep the 
business absolutely clean from 
the front door to the back. A 
novice could never open a tattoo 
food,"  he says.: 
In the Northwest Gibson traps 
wolf, fox, wolverine, coyote, as well as singing in the early to 
~1 l 
Terrace and for actor Lorae 
Green (a gift from CBC); as well 
continued on page :i4 
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E  uOnOew 
purchase of full size B.B.Q. 
while stock lasts!! 
PORTABLE B.J 
Reg. $79.95 
Propane 
PRE-iNVENTORY SAL 
+@ 
Appliances 
B.B.Q. Accessories 
Camping Equipment 
, '~.!.i ¸ , , ; . . i .  i:~ i' : 
~,::%~ i i ~ 
It's time for  
a change.... 
638-8545 
NOW OPEN 
FRIDAYS 
FROM 
9 a .m. - -  9 p.m.I 
Starting Sept. 18, 1987 [ 
635-5727 
635-4555 
4646 Lakelse Ave.; Terrace 
' - -  - _ ® . NOW 
I;alon¢ 
30" Gas Range ~.~"-~ " , ,v L ~lk 
Model No. RMD369 ~j ,~. ,  A a-"~ /___.~ 
74 "v 
I f  " Financing available O.A.C. 
ICG Liquid Gas 
4616 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 635-9158 
: . !  
~. ; ,~  
• ,, &. • 
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by Bey Boulilier, President 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Ass'u. 
For all the fun of a country 
fair, plan to attend the Skeena 
Valley Fall Fair at the Thornhill 
Community grounds this Satur- 
day and Sunday, Labor Day 
Weekend. The objectives of Fall 
Fairs'are to promote the cultiva- 
tion of the soil and the general 
development of agriculture and 
homemaking • arts, as well as to 
provide the public with an 
educational display. Of Course, 
it is fun and exciting for the ex- 
hibitors to be able to compare 
the quality of their products and 
possibly win a prize! 
Starting off the weekend is the 
horse show sponsored by the 
Boots-n-Saddles 4-H Club• At 2 
p.m. the official opening takes 
place. Master o f  Ceremonies 
Doug Smith will introduce an 
impressive line-up of guests that 
includes the Hon. Dave Parker, 
District Agriculturist Graeme 
Johnstone and, having the. of- 
ficial duty of opening the Fair, 
our own Vesta Douglas. CJFW, 
Radio hosted by Ken Armstrong 
will be on location Saturday• 
When hunger m-,keg, .head for 
the concession in the Hall for 
refreshments prepared-by the 
Terrace Figure Skating Club. 
These ladles know how to serve 
a tasty treat. If you're at the 
• horse events, wander over to the 
Totem Saddle Club canteen. 
Sunday will feature events 
such as the 4-H livestock auc- 
tion, entertainment by the Ter- 
race Community Band at 3:45 
p.m., as well as other localmusi- 
cians who will perform through- 
out the weekend. Horse enthus- 
iasts can take in the gyrnkhana 
featuring such events as barrel 
Skeena Val!ey Fall Fair 
this weekend n , . , , . 
- ~ua~;f~;~ n]~ oSn, tP~for~nd ° s~t/r~l " ment 
Open Beef Classes • over to the livestock barns. The to follow 4-H 
: .= .~,~. . .~ .~. . .  sheep, steers and especially the Open Dairy Classes 
goats, enjoy a friendly word or 
two! ' to follow Open 
On.the "trail" between the 8"00 m. Beef Classes 
Exhibits closed for  Exhlbzt Hall ann the livestock " P" the day 
area, the youngsters can have 
their faces painted by the Child SUNDAY, SEPT, 6, 1987 
Development Centre or go fish- 8:30 a.m. 4-H Dairy Goat 
ing at the Girl Guides pond, Judging Competi- 
while Morn browses the craft tion 
displays. 4-H Dairy Goat 
The Fair concludes with Showmanship 
trophy presentations and the 4-H Dairy Goat 
Fall Fair Auction conducted by Achievement 
Leo •De Jong. Leo is well-known 10:00 a.m. Exhibit Hall Open 
for making the auction an ex- (Concession Open) 
citing and fun-filled ending to Open Dairy Goat 
the Skeena Valley Fall Fair. Show 
Don't miss it! Be sure to refer to 4-H Swine Show- 
the Program of Events for speci- manship 
tic times. 4-H Swine Achieve- 
ment 
PROGRAM l 1:00 a.m. 4-H Poultry Show- J 
OF EVENTS manship I 
b 
DII ECTOI ¥ 
Sacred Heart 
Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.rn. O.M.I. 
11:00 a.m. 
4830 StraumeAvenue 635,23.13 
St .  Matthew's Anglican 
Episcopal Church 'Rector Rev.: 
Sunday Services: Sheila Champion 
9 a.rn. to 11 a.m. commencing Sept. 13. 
Sunday school classes 0egln Sept, 20 and will be held duiing the g a.rn. service. Please" 
register now, child care Is available during the 9 a.m. service. 
4506 Lakelse Ave 635-9019 
Thomhill Community 4-H Poultry ' 
Grounds & Hall Achievement 
1:00 p.m. Toiem Saddle Club 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 5, 1987 Annual Gymkhana 
9:00a•m. Terrace Fall Horse 1:30 p.m. 4-H Auction •
Show (Open.) (Horse Show Ring) 
10:30 a.m. 4-H Sheep Judging 4:00 p.m. Close Hall until 
Competition 4:30 (to prepare sebb~h School: 
l 1:00 a.m. 4-I-I Sheep Show- exhibits for pickup) Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
manship 4:30 p.m. Exhibits may be Divine service: 
4-H Sheep Achieve- picked up I Saturday 11:00 a•m. 
ment Presentation f
l :(30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open trophies I 3306 Griffiths 
(Concession Open) 5:00 p.m. AUCTION SALE - -  
Open Sheep Exhibit Hall ,~ Evangelical Free Church Classes 
4-H Rabbit Show- " l ~ ~p=, ,  ,~,i, ! , Sunday School: Pastors: 
manship . . . . . . . . . .  !IJ, ~:. ,~,~U:! ::L.~..~:;~;i/; ::.!for a!s ~ages) Jim Westman 
4-H Rabbit ]nTerrace::prOvinci~':cou~on , j  !:!~.=:"~' 9 15"~,i'n. Bob Shatford 
Achievement Friday, August 14 Robin Fraser I Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
Open Rabbit was sentenced to 12 months in 11:00 a.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
Classes to fo]!ow jail and put on probation for I 6:30 p.m. 
4:-H one year for a violation of the 3302 Sparks Street 2:00 p.m. OFFICIAL OPEN- Narcotics Control Act. Fraser 
]NG of Fall Fair also received two six-month con- 
at Thornhill Corn- current sentences, a six-month Knox United Church 
munity Hall consecutive sentence, and a .. 
(Exhibit Hall) three-month concurrent sen- Sunday Worship: Minister: 
Ceutury Road, tence for four other counts of 10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Thorrddll violating the Narcotics Control Sunday School: 
• 10:30 a.m. 3:00 p,m. 4-H Beef Show- Act, and under a separate action Youth Group: 
manship was sentenced tothreemonths in 6:30 p.m. 
4-H Beef Achieve- jail for an offense under the 
Narcotics Control Act• 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School and Pastor Rev.: 
Adult Class: Michael R. Bergman 
9:45 a.rn: 
Sunday Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day A'~ventist Church 
Pastor:. 
Ole Unruh -- 635-7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635.3232 
,- .~',~, . ._ < ":~ ,, '- ~, 
635-5115 
635-6014 
• Terrace Pentecestal Assembly You don't have to Early Service: Pastor:. 
be rich. to John Caplln • Sunday School: Assoc. Pastor: 
10:00 a.m. Len Froese 
Morning service: Evening Service 
advertise/ ,ooo  3511 Eby Street 635-2434 
A classified ad.in The Alliance Church 
Te Family Bible School: Pastor: 
the  rrace Rewew 9:;45 a•m. Rick Wiebe 
Is yours for Divine Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
O N L Y  s 4  , FellowshlpServlce:6:30 p.m. All are c0rdiallylnvited 
:' Youth Ministries ,x. Home Bible Studies, Visitation 
(per week, 30 words or less) ~ ~ - - - "~ '~- - "  4923 Agar Avenue ------------635"7727- 
do you get your ad " " ~  ~ ~- - - -  The Salvation Army How 
into the Review9 ~i~J  ~ Special Service: September 6, 7 p.m. 
e drop it in our mall slot ~ ~  Guest Speaker: Major June Dwyer 
• mail it to us Divisional Commander for , 
Alberta and the N.W. Territories • come Into our office 
• phone us All are Wel¢omell 
l~ le  NOIIK Tlllre w II be no Chrlltllll Educlllon Chill and no 11:00 
• or stop us on the street . ~( / / / (~)  \ "" "°""  """", '"', ., o,,,. o,, ,o,m., , oo,,,, ,..,,,,. Septwnb~ 13, 1~r. 
There wil,I be no.billing! Pay next time youi~t~J I ' ~  k 4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
Ing thee°me in,,HonororneXtsystem,,tlme you se  us. We're wor k- ~=.~¢: : : : : :~  
--~ tD..~- :: Chr,stia, " '~  -nerormea Church 
T I ' Sunday Services: Pastor: 
• errace Revie w 11 a.m,&5 p.m, Peter S luys-  635-2621 
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace ' Vacation Bible School This summer from July 13-17 
635-7840 
/ ,< . . . .  . . . . . . .  - 4 . 
, , , ,=  I ra=re  ~mma vaney  Pall Pair will include the traditional animal husban. 
dry competitions that reflect the farm and country lifestyle. The Fair takes 
place Sept. 5 and 6 at the Thornhill Community grounds. 
Free. ..;d ebt, counselling 
offered by government 
TERRACE - -  If you have 
money" problems, you're not 
alone. 
According to the Ministry of 
Labour and Consumer Services, 
thousands of B.C. residents 
• have serious dept problems and 
many thousands more are on the 
verge of running into problems. 
by Tod Stmchan 
Guy Pocklington, a debt 
counsellor for the Ministry who 
was in Terrace recently, said that 
by the time people ask for help, 
they are usually in sefinn.~ dif. 
~mmm.mmn, mca.y grown produce Is part of the attraction at the annual Skeena Valley Fall Fair being held this weekend at the Thomhlll Community grounds. 
1 
=nu ~" = unnm ow =~rlllel'" was one of many attractions that drew hundreds of happy youngsters to the annual Chlldrsn's 
Festival In George Little Memorial Park last month. 
The Children's Festival Organizers would like 
to extenda big THANK YOU to all the people, 
organizations and businesses that helped 
make the ever~t a fun filled event!! 
Terrace Public Library 
Kinsmen 
Rain Coast Slgnworlka 
Spee Dee Printers 
Carpenters Union 
All Season Sporting Goods 
Overwaltea Foods 
Terrace Fire Department 
Salvation Army 
CUPE(College) 
B.C. Government Employees 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
G &H Marketing 
Terrace Interiors 
J & F Distributors 
Skeena Beverages 
Terrace Parks and Recreation 
Ladles' of the Royal Purple 
Centennial Lions 
Sefeway 
Terrace Correctional Centre 
Valley Oxygen 
Northwest Community College 
i Terracevlew Lodge 
Pat's Knits 
Terrace Builders Centre 
Terrace Little Theatre 
TIIIIcum Twin Theatre 
Terrace Co.op 
Ministry of Forests 
And to anyone we may have missed, our 
apologies. The extra participation and sup- 
• port of the volunteers this year made for a 
better festival for all!!! 
Inquiry - -  
cont inued from page 5 
deserve answers to, namely, on" 
• the record, what jobs and invest- 
ment are they prepared to guar- 
antee in writing? ....... 
In 1980 Alcan forced the peo- 
pie-of Canada to'take them to 
the Supreme Court tO obtain 
water for the Nechako River. An 
injunction was necessary then 
and during eac.h of the past 6 
years. 
This issue was front and cen- 
tre in the 1984 Skeena election 
and all three political parties 
went on record in support of a 
full public inquiry. 
A full public inquiry would 
take less than a year to complete 
and with cross-examination f 
witnesses, intervenor funding, 
and independent conclusions, it 
is the best process to ensure real 
progress. 
Jim Fulton, M.P. 
• Skeena 
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ficulty. "I would say that only 
one out of lO(Y'comes in to see us 
before their problems are 
serious," he•said. 
He explained that one of the 
biggest problems facing the 
government in offering the •ser- 
vice is to encourage people to 
admit to themselves that they 
may have a problem, and then 
talk to a counsellor while their 
difficulty is still relatively minor. 
Pocklington said, "Even if 
people aren't having serious 
financial problems, we can help 
them plan how to use the money 
they have and • often make their 
lives much more enjoyable. We 
teach them how to make choices 
ing you for money, have had 
your wages garnisheed, or simp- 
ly don't understand the different 
kinds of credit available, then 
you may.have a problem a debt 
counsellor could help solve. 
They  advise against "debt 
consolidation" loans but say 
that contacting creditors, ex- 
plaining the situation, and ask- 
ing for a temporary arrangement 
!s quite often successful. Follow- 
mg this step, counselling is ad- 
vised. 
Pocklington said services of. 
fered by. debt counsellors range 
from budgeting advice and 
--  so they have control over managing personal finances, to 
their money rather than their more complex solutions uch as 
money controlling them." mediating disputes, arrangi~ 
The Ministry has said that realistic repayment schedules 
debt problems shouldn't be a and advising, if necessary, on 
surprise to people unless they try bankruptcy procedures. 
to convince themselves that a 
problem doesn't exist. He said all counselling ser- 
According to Pocklington, vices are confidential and there 
most people run into problems is no charge to the consumer, ex- 
while their lives are "in a state of cept in the case of some legal 
flux." remedies uch as Orderly Pay- 
ment of Debts (bankruptcy) 
He explained that when peg- where a fee is assessed reflecting 
pie lose their income they can no the individual circumstances. 
longer afford the lifestyle to 
which they are accustomed, and 
when they go back to work, 
"creditors want everything 
that's owed,, paid yesterday," 
and this is a situation in which a 
debt counsellor can help. 
According to information 
published by the Ministry, if you 
have to borrow money to make 
it from oii~'payday to the next, 
or are paying additional interest 
on loans because You can't make 
payments, have creditors pester- 
He said that anyone seeking 
assistance should have specific 
information available related to 
wages, current living expenses, a 
list of assets (house, car, furni- 
ture, etc,) and a complete list of  
creditors including names, ad, 
dresses, account numbers and 
amounts owed. 
More ~ information on debt 
counselling services is available 
by phoning the Terrace Govern. 
ment Agent at 638-3200. 
Chevron 
WEST END 
CHEVRON 
Your Service Station at 
49.30 Highway 16 West, 
Terrace, B.C. 
NOW UNDER 
NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
E & G Enterprises 
For Competitive and Excellent 
Service See 
GUNTHER, KARAM or ED 
or call 
635-7228 
BRAKE SPECIALIST 
SECURITY 
MUFFLER 
"Your silent partner" 
j t 
. , , . ,  , , ,  ' . ,  . . 
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10tmoblllzatlon Is a must if a neck or spinal Injury is suspected In a swimming mishap. Above (left to right)i Terrace 
lifeguards Deanne Wilson, Ken Veldman (captain), and Brian Jones treat Tony Broman for a possible spinal or neck in. 
jury during a recent regional ifeguard competition at the Terrace Aquatic Centre. 
Terrace lifeguards 
top .-competition 
Terrace lifeguards proved 
their worth by taking first and 
second place in the three-team, 
Terrace/Kitimat (Zone 7), Royal 
Life Saving Society of Canada 
Zone lifeguard championships, 
held at the Terrace Aquatic Cen- 
tre on Aug. 22. 
During the weekend competi- 
tion, which combined water 
rescue and first aid, three entries 
with three lifeguards each re- 
sponded with reasurring skill 
and speed to simulated emergen- 
cy situations, qualifying for the 
Happy 
Gang 
programs 
resume 
TERRACE-  Representative 
for the J-lappy Gang Centre fc 
seniors recently announced thai 
with the end of summer al~ 
preaching, fall activities at th 
Centre will be in full swing thi 
month. 
Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewinl 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., crib 
bage. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpe 
bowling, starting Sept. 16. 
Fridays: 2 p.m., bingo, star 
ting Sept. 4; 7:30 p.m., bridge, 
starting Sept. 11. 
First Saturday of every 
month: 8 a.m. to 11 a.m., pan- 
cake breakfast. 
Monday through Friday every 
week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. 
Second Tuesday of every 
month: 2 p.m., generalmeeting. 
Further information is 
available from the Happy Gang 
Centre at 3226 Kalum, or call 
635-9090. 
B.C. Yukon finals in Prince 
George on Sept. 12. 
Emergency situations ranging 
from simple pool accidents to 
more serious obstructed airway 
problems, spinal injuries and 
epileptic seizures challanged the 
competitors' kills and knowl' 
edge. 
Ken Veldman, Deanna Wilson 
and Brian Jones made up the 
winning Terrace team, "Distress 
Express", who scored 428 points 
in the competition. 
Second place went to 
Terrace's "Orthokeys", Laura 
Anderson, Kevin Jeffrey and 
Tracey McFarland with 369 
points. 
Third place went to "The 
Slumps", Greg Neufeldt, Tanya 
Gibson and Shari Hanson of 
Kitimat with 291 points. 
Aquatic supervisor Tony 
Toriglia said realistic per- 
f0rmances;-adt~l:out by.caPable 
swimmers during the comlSeti- 
tion, was one of the key factors 
in making the competition a suc- 
cess. 
Reopondlng to realistic emergency situations, Terrace lifeguards took the 
two top spots in the three-team Terrace/Kitimat Royal Life Saving Society 
Lifeguard championships held in Terrace Aug. 22. Here, Deanne Wilson is 
assisted by Brian Jones In removing Tony Broman from the pool during the 
competition. 
No Vehicle? 
Gibson - -  " 
continued from page11 
as carvings hanging in the 
Houses of Commons in both Ot- 
tawa and London. and the Mus- 
eum of Anthropology at U.B.C. 
He is currently carving a series 
of nature scenes for general sale, 
• , , . ,  
Do you have problems with picking up prescriptions, groceries, 
appliances or anything else? For all your moving and delivery 
needs, phone for experienced and speedy service. 
GROCERY PICKUP 
From Safaway 
1:30 & 5:00 p.m. daily 
8:30 p.m. Thursdays &Fddays 
ONLY $4 00 
i Free to Seniors.,, I 
only through Chimo 
& Safeway. 
- ,638-8530 z 
Terrace 
Comin5 
Event  
September -- The Terrace Public Art Gallery will be closed for 
September..The Gallery will reopen in October with a show consisting of 
photography by AI Richardson of Terrace and pottery by Elaine Rodgers of Smithers. 
'september 1, 2 and 3 - -  Caledonia Senior Secondaw School will be 
open from9a.m, til 12 noon for 1987 graduates to pick uptheir Dogwood 
Certificates. 
Saturday, september 5 -- A Pancake Breakfast will be held from 8 a.m. 
to 11 a.m. at the Happy Gang Centre, Br. 73, B.C. Old Age Pens!gnats' Organization. 
September 5 and 8 -- The Skeena Valley Fall Fair will be held at the 
Thomhill Community Hall and.grounds. There will be something of In. 
terest for everyone Including horticulture, arts and 
~h~.~s~)9a;d6h~r~7;.ventS. Get Involvedi For more era,s, livestock information call 
Tuesday, September 8 - -  You are invited to the first District 88 regular 
School board meeting inthe 1987/88 school term at the School Board Of. 
rice, 3211 Kenney Street at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday, September 8 -- The Terrace Breastfeeding Support Group 
welcomes all rooms and expectant morns to the first meetingafter the 
summer break, in the Nurses Lounge, Mills Memorial Hospital at 8 p.m. 
The topic Will be "Coping With Your New Baby" and there will be lots of 
questions, suggestions and discussions. Please come and share your 
-concerns and experiences with us. Babies welcome, of course. For more 
information call Denise at 635-4943. 
September 10 and 14 -- The Terrace Little Theatre is looking for com. 
munity involvement of amateur actors, singers, technical crew and per. 
sons interested in participating in any way in the production of a 
"romantic.al musical comedy" slated for November. Organizational 
meetings and tryouts will be held at the Terrace Little Theatre on Kalum 
Street at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, September 10 and Monday, September 14. 
All those interested ate requested to please attend. 
September 11 and 12 - .  The Terrace Figure Skating Clubregistration 
will take place at the Skeena Mall on-Friday, Sept. 11 from 6:30 p.m. to 
10:30 p.m. and on Saturday, Sept. 12 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.C.F.S.A., Can. 
skate and all levels of skaters may register as long as they are of school 
age. 
Sunday, September 13 - -  The Skeena Valley Runners will be hosting the 
"7th Annual Terry Fox Run" meeting at the Terrace Public Library. Time 
of the run will be 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. witlTdlstances of 5 km and 10 km. 
, F~gr more Informat On phone Gary at 635.9269 LL . . . .  '~ : . , .  ", " , . . . .  " 
• 1~6n~[/iy, septeml~r 1~1 -- The Annual ,G~nera~i Meeting.of the ~er~race 
Art Association will be held at 7:30 p.m. at theArt Gailery:'A'll:n~en~Sei;s : 
are urged to attend. New members are welcome. Election of officers will 
be held. please come out and show your support. 
Wednesday, September 18 -- Pioneer Girls Club registration for the 
1987438 year will be held at 7 p.m.at the Terrace Alliance Church, 4923 
Agar Avenue. See you there! Don't miss outt An open invitation is ex- 
tended to girls, grades two to seven, to .enroll in an exciting and 
challenging year of discovery! Pioneer Girls welcomes you! In the 
Pioneer Girls Club program, girls will be exposed to a wide variety of ac- 
tivities, including: games, outdoor programming, crafts, athletics, week- 
ly achievements, group dlsc.ussions, leadership ractices, Bible explora- 
tions, songfests, parties, fun outings, camp, and more. This year Pioneer 
Girls promises to be filled with excitement, vitality, enthusiasm and 
discovery. Why not be a part of it? For more Information phone 635-7727. 
Wednesday, September 16 --The Women and Development Group will 
be meeting at the Terrace Women's ResourCe Centre, 4542 Park Avenue,. 
The film "Peru: Literacy For Social Change" will be shown. Everyone 
welcome. For more information call Frances at 635-2436. 
Wednesday, September 30 -- The Terracevlew Lodge Is holding tts An. 
nual General Meeting at the Terrace Hotel.at 7 p.m. Memberships are 
available at Terraceview Lodge. For members wishing to vote, ~member. 
ship of 30 days prior to the meeting date is required. For further Informa- 
tion phone 638-0223. 
October 9 and 10 - -  A Fall Arts and Crafts Sale sponsored by the Ter-i 
race Art Association and the Terrace Co-Op will take place at the Terrace 
Co.Op. Limited number of spaces are available. 
Saturday, October 31 -- is the deadline for entries for "capture the Spldt 
of Terrace" photography contest. Entry forms available at the Terrace 
Public Art Gallery, Terrace Public Library, Parks & Recreation office, City 
of Terrace office, Spas-Dee Printers, Terrace Sight & Sound, Northern 
Lights Studio and Ken's Photo Studio. Entry forms contain all details. 
For further Information contact the Parks & Recreation office or the Ter- 
race Public Art Gallery. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the following activities: 
Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling. Fridays: 2 p.m., bingo; 7:30 p.m., 
bridge. First Saturday of every month: 8 a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake 
breakfast. Monday through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to' l  p.m., 
lunch. Second Tuesday of every month: 2 p.m., general meeting~ For fur- 
ther Information, contact the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum Street, at 
635-9090. 
The Skeena Health Unit in Terrace is offering a free series of discus. 
signs for parents and babies 0 - -12  months of age. These will be held 
Wednesday mornings, 10 - 11:30 a.m. and will cover a Wide range of 
topics relating to babies and parenting. For more Information please call 
638-3310 and ask for Carol Harrison. 
The Terrace Minor Hockey Association would like to hear' from anyone 
Interested In being Involved with the Minor Hockey Concession Commit. 
tee: Please contact Yvonne Hill, 638-1111 or Sharon I.armour, 635-3161 
or write to Box 121, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2. Also: Anyone Interested In 
coaching for Terrace Minor Hockey's 1987.11 season please contact: Lew 
Larmour, 635-3161 or Clair Irwin, 838-8314 or write to Box 121', Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4A2. 
HOWDOYOUDOrr Hotllne. Your Travel Inforcentre Counsellor is just a 
• telephone call away. When you need some answers on planning your 
holiday trip or what to do with Visitors,: callthe HOWDOYOUDOIT 
Hotllne for some HOWTODOIT help at 635-2063. 
Monteuod Children's House Pr~oo l  Is taking registration for 
September 1987.~ Classes run from 9 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. Call Tracle at 
638-0703.or after July 5 call 638.0061. 
' Montmlaod Children's House Pro-school Is taking names of children in. 
terested ih starting an afternoon class. If you are Interested call 
638-0703, 
• • , , "  . . . . . .  ' .  ; .~' , ; . , ,  " 
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City to 
pay for 
grilled 
garden 
Terrace resident Wilma Cos- 
rain went to last week's council 
meeting bearing gifts of heat- 
damaged fruit, and after ad- 
mitring, "the fire certainly seem- 
edto get away from them a little 
bit," Mayor • Jack Talstra told 
Costain to prepare an itemized 
list of the damage and she would 
be reimbursed. 
by Tod Strachan 
Costain's plight began on July 
7 when the Terrace Fire Depart- 
mentused the last of three aban- 
doned duplexes in the 4900 
block Greig Ave. for fire prac- 
tice. The city had declared the 
buildings a "safety hazard" 
earlier in the year and ordered 
them removed. 
Costaln said that she and her 
83-year-old mother were "put- 
tering around in the front 
garden,' when a shower of water 
came down and she saw a "great 
dark cloud" of smoke overhead. 
She said that she walked to the 
back yard and saw the duplex, 
which was only 10 feet from the 
"I went in (the house) tO get 
my rain coat and rubber boots 
because by then the back yard 
was under water. I should have 
planted rice," said Costain, 
referring to her garden, 
"because it was flooded." 
Costain told City council, "A 
week later I went down to the 
fire hall with a pail of barbecued 
greens because I was ~ mad," but 
was only told that she had been 
told the building was going to be 
• burned and the fire department 
had taken adequate measures to 
protect private property. 
She added that the firemen 
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WIIma Costaln says nobody wants to buy her heat-damaged apples and has 
asked the city to pay. Costain claims that heat from a nearby Terrace Fire 
Department practice fire "barbecued" her vegetable garden and fruit trees, 
Golfers get,grant 
Marylin Davies of the Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country Club 
accepted $33,152, the first half 
of a provincial lottery grant for 
the construction of a new 
clubhouse, from Skeena MLA 
Dave Parker last Thursday. 
"We're really excitecl, about 
it," said Davies, "because what 
we had is a 50-year-old farm 
house that's been added on to 
several times." 
She said the new clubhouse 
will be a 3,000-square-foot brick 
building, designed so that it can 
be easily expanded. 
According to Davies the new 
3,000-square-foot clubhouse has 
been in the planning stages for 
the past three years and includes 
a large 80-seat banquet room, a 
coffee shop and a pro shop. She 
said the building is situated on a 
bluff with a view of Thomlfill 
Mountain and overlooking the 
first tee, the ninth green and 
some of the fairways. 
"It's a gorgeous etting," she 
said. 
Davies said the building is 
already 70 percent completed 
and the lottery grant~-as well as 
many generot~s community con- 
tributions, made the project 
possible. 
"We couldn't have done it 
without he lottery grant and the 
Community Services-- continued from page 1 
an employer's advisory commit- She added that Community Hemlock House, a home for- 
fence at the rear of her property, tee has beenappointed to guide . Services is also in the process of mentally disabled children, is 
on fire and Terrace firefighters the,program and to, ensure that -.forming. a:.,parents'.,.,,advisory ..,not being contracted to Social 
hosing it down i'orfir~5~.~cti~. ;,|nterc0~e~ l r~ldces employ- committee for'the home. "We Services and Housing as a four- 
able people, want the parents to monitor the bed intensive needs regional 
home and tell us what they want resource. 
for their kids," she explained, 
"as well as to assist other 
families in long-term planning 
for their children." 
She said that the home isn't a 
"drop-off" for children but part 
of an "extended family" to 
assist in the child's care. 
"It will be a very nurturing 
environment • and one that 
parents will feel 100 percent 
secure in leaving their children," 
Copeland said. 
She .said the home should be 
in operation by the end of Oc- 
tober. 
In another program, the pur- 
chase of a home for children's 
respite care, for the relief of 
parents with handicapped 
children, is presently being 
finalized in the Horseshoe area. 
"It's excellent," Copeland 
said. "The location is good and 
there's lots of room. We've got 
to get a varience order to get into 
the neighborhood, but I think 
that we should get that." 
Copeland said the six-bed 
regional resource is funded by 
• the Ministry of Social Services 
and Housing and will be 
v,,heelchair.accessible. 
had done an admirable job of 
saving the run-down fence in her 
back yard but her garden, green- 
house and fruit trees had been 
damaged by the heat and her 
dog was "covered in ash." 
"It's not a big garden, just ' ~ SPECIALIZING IN: 
salad greens and.winter' vege- 
tables for myself," she explain- 
ed, "bUt it's the principal in- 
volved." 
Costain saidshe was pleased 
that the city had offered to reim- 
burse her for the damage but 
wondered, "How do you put a 
price on a garden?" 
However, Costain said she did 
suffer a financial loss due to  
heat  damage to her fruit trees. 
"Normally we sell the apples, 
but this year nobody wants 
them. It was a really good crop, 
tOO," 
"I guess I'll have to make ap- 
ple sauce," she joked. 
.A spokesman for the fire de- 
partment said that they hadn't 
received many ~:omplaints 
following the fire practice and 
most people had said they were 
happy that the buildings were 
gone. 
"We made every effort to 
protect nearby property," he 
mid, "but there werea few stray 
sI~trks." '. , 
4t  
. Big Game Mounts & Rugs 
. Fish & Bird Mounts 
"We've just completed the in- 
itial stages of training with a 
larger complement of staff, and 
Days or Evenings 
635-5777 PETER MARTINSON Bornite Mt. Rd. -- Terrace, B.C. 
I I 
THANKYOU 
The Terrace Tennis Club has most recently completed 
the tennis hut project and would like to express their 
appreciation to the following sponsors and supporting 
groups and individuals who really helped make this 
project possible. 
D Terrace Parks and Recreation, Employment 
evelopmenLBmnch, CanadlanUnlon of Public 
• ~-mployeea, Local 2012 
John Morgan Engineering Skeena Saw Mills 
N.W. Co£nmuni.ty uollege Coastal .W.eld.lng 
Glacier uoncrete Ltd. Terrace interiors 
• Special thanks to John Hales Project Manager 
support of the community," she 
said. "The value of the building 
is going to be about $225,000 
and we're going to be able to put 
it up for around $180,000 be- 
cause of the tremendous support 
of the business community and 
volunteers." 
Davies said other improve- 
ments to the local course are als0 
underway with a $52,000 Job- 
trac program upgrading the fair- 
ways. 
"There's a crew of eight 
working until December," she 
explained, "doing a lot of brush 
work. 
"What we're trying to do is to 
get a super nine hole course, 
• then we'll start thinking about 
expanding it to an 18 hole 
course," shesaid. 
Davies said thenew building 
should be completed by the end 
of September. 
Following the presentation 
Dave Parker said, "As well as 
making a significant contribu- 
tion to the community's recrea- 
tional opportunities, this grant 
will help create some useful 
employment in the area." 
He said he was "pleased to 
have been able to help achieve 
the grant" because "it's a facili- 
ty that's necessary if we're going" 
to attract: more industry and 
people to Terrace." 
the house accepts its second 
child this week," Co .peland said. 
She said she is pleased with 
the development and growth of 
Community Services programs 
and ishappy the government is
bringing the budget back in line 
with regional needs. 
THE BESTAIRLINE IN 
THE WEST IS CANADIAN. 
BE AWARE OF 
,A FLIGHT SHEDULE CHANGE 
" Effective Se.p.t.ember 14, 1987 
from TerracelKit,mat to Vancouver 
DALLY AT 9:35 a.m. (ONE-STOP) 
SATURDAY AT 2:45 p.m. (ONE-STOP) 
MON., THURS., FRI., 
• SUN., 4:10 p.m. (NON STOP) 
TUES. & WED. 8.55 p.m. (ONE-STOP) 
Serving more Canadian Communities 
than any other airline. 
Call your Travel Agent or (~anadian Airlines at 
635-7111 (Terrace) or 632-4761 (Kitimat). 
Last Run approximately May 10, 1987. 
[6  Terrace Review-- Wednesday, September2, 1987 ~ ~ 
A look at the history of Terrace hOspitals 
A feature article in the Aug. who used the building equipped military buildings on what is W ier and Roger Hicks. was started on Feb. 6, 1960, o f  
12 Terrace Review, highlighting by Trainer. now called Little Ave. The The  Red Cross decided in the new 40-bed Terrace. and 
the many accomplishments of Dr. Ewart was the practicing Hospital Association later 1951 that the town should District Hospital. The new 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee, was generally physician in 1927 when the Cale- bought one of these buildings operate the hospital, and on facility was opened in March, 
well received, but several long- donia Society raised enough for $2,938 and the town's Dec. 1 the Terrace and District 1961,and in 1962 the name was 
time Terrace residents have money to equip the small founder, George Littl¢, donated Association paid $5,000 for the changed inhonorOfDr. Millsto 
pointed out that some historical building with a single bed and a the land. However, accounts facility and, through service club Mills Memorial Hospital. 
references to Terrace hospitals simple x-ray machine, vary regarding exactly which donations, itwas expanded to 20 A $1,200,000 expansion pro- 
were in error. Drs. Turple and then Brum- building it was that they pur- beds six"months later. Dr. ject was completed in 1968, in- 
These are the straight facts, as mitt followed Ewart in serving chased. R.E.M. Lee moved to Terrace creasing the hospital to 87 beds. 
near as can be determined (some the medical needs of Terrace, According to Asante, it was five years later in 1956 to prac- At that time the hospital had 12 
accounts va~), from material and in 1929 Dr.-Stanley Mills at- the Army Brigade Headquarters tice medicine in the Terrace and doctors, a radiologist, a 
supplied by residentsDon rived to take over the one-bed building, which is shown on District Hospital. pathologist and 135 staff' 
Cooper and Mary Little." hospital, military maps facing Birch Hill It was pointed out by Don members. 
Also, the Terrace Public In 1936, the great Skeena at the Little Ave. intersection. Cooper that Terrace was not an 
Library supplied reference flood forced the United Church According to material supplied "isolated" community at that Mills Memorial was further 
material in the form of maps to become the town's second by Little, i t  was the Brigade time and had regular daytime expanded to its existing size in 
compiled by the Canadian Army "emergency" hospital. Headquarters Officer's Mess CP Air flights to Vancouver following years, and now pro- 
in Dec., 1942, and "The History Dr. Mills" single bed hospital which was .on Little Ave. near with Convair aircraft, rides the Terrace area with a 
of Terrace" written by Nadine was overwhelmed in 1941 by the where the Hillside Apartments Terrace was growing rapidly modern, efficient building and a 
Asante, published by the Ter- arrival of thousands of military are located, in the fifties and construction professional staff. 
race Public Library Association troops and their families, forc- The important point, though, 
and Nadine Asante" andprinted ing the Canadian Army t° build is that the Red Cr°ss spent In Terrace rt 
by Totem Press Terrace Ltd. a 300-bed military hospital on $18,000 turning the building into 
the bench n~ear the present siteof a 10-bed hospital wh ich-was  COU : 
In 1911, Dr. W. Trainer, a Terraceview Lodge. Dr. Mills opened on Mar. 1, 1948, and" Jeffrey Kennedy was sentenc- Christopher Schulmeisteri~v.as 
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway used the military hospital for his called the Red Cross Hospital. edto 14days in jail and given a sentenced to 30 days in jail in 
doctor, moved from Kitselas to most serious cases until 1945, Dr. Mills also recelvea help at six-month: driver's license sus- Terraoe court on Friday, August 
Terrace and took over the Jack when the troops left, the equip- this time when Dr. Frank McGil- pension in Terrace provincial 14 for fraudulently obtaining 
Spitzl log cabin (on Kalum St. lent  was  removed, and  the lvry arrived in Terrace, and in  cou~ On Friday, August 14 for services. : 
between Lakelse Ave. and Don building pig up for sale, leaving 1950 with the arrival of Drs. M. driving while disqualified. 
Diego's Restaurant) next to the Terrace with its original one- ; • 
five-cent-to-one-dollar store, room hospital. . 
This building served as the However, the road to Prince ~ ~  = , .~(~ 
hospital until Mar. 1, 1948. Rupert was also opened in 1945 " ~ . x ". 
which did allow the more  ~. x~ 
by TodStraehan seriously ill patients to be [ ~.~....~ 
• transferred to the Prince Rupert ., - - - 
Trainer went overseas during Hospital. " f " '~ 
t 
the First World War, and Ter- Under pressul'e from the local ,_, ' - . 
race was without a doctor be- Board of Trade, the provincial • "-'-"~ 
tween 1914 and 1918. Following government bought he military • • 
the war, Trainer practiced in buildings a few years later to be ! Terrace District &Thornhill residents can take advantage~ " 
Terrace for one year during used as a home for the elderly : o f  fantastic savings offered by: ." 
which Terrace's first"emergen-Hospitalthey calledSk enaVieW.Association was form- I The Terrace ! "~ cy hospital', was press d into On D c. 15,1945, tlieTer ace ' • ~,-,~ 
service in the Terrace Hotel due "l ,¢IDl,d~ "~ ' - '  
to a major flu epidemic. .. .... ..... ed with:i~istructionstoapplyfor: .... ,,..:., ,. -,i~:.'~ . .::.,~ .,~: :::,:: . . . .  . ; : ,  ........ ~. , . . . . .  .",~.~ 
Trainer left for Nelson in 1919 a provincial charter, f' Now you can receive local news and a television guide whenl ~ 
and was followed by Grand Two months later, on Feb. 17, you subscribe to both.., the Terrace Reviewand ClOseUp. ~\~ .... 
Trunk's Dr. Cairns, and a few 1946, the War Assets Corpora- magazine at.an outstanding price of: 1 "1" - 
years later by Dr. S. Bleaker lion announced they were selling ' ,w ~.~.r,.,~ . . . . . . .  . . . .  
24 1 
• ~,~v- .  ._ - - . -  - _-_ ( 
~ Pr~s~nt~ T~rr~e Review subscribers can also get in on this i 
spectacular saving by renewing their subscription for the ~ 
following year. 
Imagine, local news and entertainment all in your mailbox i " 
for just $24.00 ($39.00 off the Close Up magazine's 
newsstand Price), but only if you subscribe before : 
Forecas! Period:9/6-9/12/87 September 30, 1987 
ARIF.q Re..xponsibililics on the, , ,,rk ho.I make heavy | Fill in this order form below and drop it off or mail it Mar.21-Apr. 19 demands on your lime. Doq't burden yourself 
with another's problems. I (including payment) o: ', 
TAURUS Planetary formation encourages you to explore '~" 
• Terrace Review Apr.20-May20 new vistas in your pursuit of  pleasure. Feelings ~ .i - " run high at.Monday's full moon. 
GEMINI Thelazy days of summer are fading. The pattern ! 4535 Greig Avenue 
May21.June20 oflife at home adapts nicely to ihechangein rou. ' . 
tint. Terrace, B.C. VBG 1M7 
CANCER Investigation of clandestine aclivilies could find " . ! q 
JuneZi-July22 you involved in legal disputes. Family members But hurry ,  th i s  o f fe r  • , ,. 
and neighbors are loyal and supportive. " : . • ' 
LEO Too much ¢mphasls on material gains could brlng ends  September  30 ,1987 i 
July 23-Aug. 22 difficulty. There is a danger or losing thai which " , :~  
you ha~ acquired. 
VIRGO Proceed wi|h confidence in your chosen project. ~ ,,. - . . , -," I , 
Aug. ZJ-Sepl. 22 Aspects indicate a successful conclusion. Your 4 I 
decisions are sound. 
LIBRA An urge Iogcl slatled on a new undertaking calls . . . .  ~r  
Scpl. 23-O¢1.22 for some quiel, behind (he.~ccnes planning. 
SCORPIO Friends and associates are likely Io prevail on yog ~,  
Ocl. 23-Nov. 21 to take an active leadership role in organizational - 
affairs. 
SAGII-I'ARIUS A new personality seems to have taken over. Where 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 is the Sagittarian mind leading you? Look for ex. ~ i¢~l l :  
citing developmenls. 
CAPRICORN Concenlrale o ~ work ng oul ideas for improving ~ i  
Dec, 2Z-Jan. 19 relationships, and bringing one al a distance back 
tothe"fo ld" .  , , .  
Subscription Order Form: AQUARIUS No doubt about the need for adjustments in fi- J=n. 20-Feb. 18 nancial matters. The trick is in fi.;d lg the.means. PISCES Luck is with you once you nmkei!vcryclear where , 
I--'1 1 year -  $24 1-12 years .  $45 
[]  Cheque [] Money Order ./-3 Charge Card: MaslerCard I-.] 
"~ ~ '  Visa [3 I(~ BERT'S DELICA TESSEN # : 
WE HA VE,,. Expiry Dale ' . ->  ...~ 
...a large variety of P lease  send  a subscr ip t ion  to:  • ' 
meats, cheeses, European " ' 
n0vellies, super Name ;Mail Or bring this form to: 
sandwiches, fresh salads. 
We cater for large and " Ter race  Rev iew 
small parties and picnics. 
"4535 Gre ig  Ave . ,  
• ' Ter race ,  B .C .  4603 Park Ave, Terrace (across from the library) Phone , Cod , ,  V8G 1 M7 
I I  I I I I  • : , . . . .  
Newly apiShLy/ administrator for the Regional District of Kitimat-Stlklne, 
Bob Marcellin fi~ls been with the Regional District for the past 13 years where 
he has worked his way through the ranks. Marcellin wilt take.over;,L~.p0St 
after the retirement of present administrator John Pousetteo " 
Commercial bingo 
.hall gets support 
and suspicion 
TERRACE - -  Two Prince a single facility, in @hich all local 
George businessmen who moved clubs can conduct bingo ,fund- 
to Terrace in order to open a raisers, and rental will include 
bingo hall* said recently they equipment. Becher said the 
have the support of most local 'Lucky Dollar", as it'will be 
service clubs: called, is modeled on similar 
~TheTerraceCentennialLig.jls-operations in other areas. 
Club'and~tlie~747th A~ir-C[/~ciets, ':i"~'~Ve've taken the best points 
however, issued statements last from all of them," he said. 
week indicating the operation 
may siphon charity dollars away 
from locAlcauses. 
The. Centenni~/l Lions have 
decided they "will not assist.or .. 
support any. club, individual or 
organization associated with or 
patronizing the Bingo parlour", 
and the Air Cadets claim the 
higher ent, in comparison to the 
Thornh/H CommunityHall, will 
cut into the prize money offered 
if they have to use the new 
operation. 
Don Burbee and John Becher, 
who are presently in the prOcess 
of renovating part of the old 
The recent rail strike has 
delayed some of the equipment 
for the hall, but Becher said it 
will be ready to open by the time 
that participating local organiza. 
tions receive their lottery licenses 
Our mistake 
• . , _ . 
_ . , ,  , 
Marc_e,l"lin to--beco,,-a e 
n"e,w.... R eg, lona l  ' Dis.t r ict  
aaministrative head 
Omineca hardware building on 
Highway 16 West in preparation 
for opening their new enterprise, 
said in an inten, iew that nearly 
all local organizations involved 
in bingo have responded well to 
the concept. With regard to the 
Lions' and Air Cadets' opposi- 
tion, Burbee said, "I don't think 
they understand what we're try- 
ing to do." r~, 
The hallis intended to provide 
B ry  ursa  
continued from page 2 ; 
.pre-emption site in the early 
twenties which was located near 
the present location of E,T. 
Kenney Primary School. 
"They had a bit of a farm and 
a whole parcel of kids," she 
said. 
Her grandparenLs, Teresa and 
Pierre LeRoss, remained in the 
area where he worked as a book. 
keeper at the old Terrace Hotel 
for many years, and one of their 
daughters, Roberta, married 
Jake Taron, a Ioca~ logging con- 
tractor. 
Taron said she has two 
brothers and two sisters, "all 
'A' students", who also.plan to 
contnnue their educatnon at  
university. 
Both proprietors noted that 
they have used almost entirely 
local materials and contractors 
for the work being done on the 
building, and both said they will 
be establishing residence in Ter- 
race. "You've got to live in the 
community and support the 
community," Burbee said. 
Bob Marcellin has been ap- 
pointed to f'fll the posotion of 
Administrator for the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District, which 
will be left vacant when John 
Pousette retires at the end of 
November. 
Marcellin, who as worked as 
Assistant Administrator for the 
Regional District during the past 
13 years, has come up through 
the ranks gaining valuable ad- 
ministrative knowledge. 
He first ,worked for the 
Couvelier 
cont inued from page3 
must put their collective brains 
together (on a regional basis) to 
help make it happen," he said. 
"Our job in government is: to 
assist where we can in a way that 
does not create an artificial 
crutch to industry." 
' He added that industry in,the 
province had to start looking 
toward the Pacific, 
"The way we're going-to 
become more influential is to  
become the resident place of  ex- 
pertise in Canada regarding 
trading opportunities, under- 
Standing lifestyles and business 
practices of the Pacific, and it's 
time we as a go~ernment started 
tO coordinate very, program we 
can m a way that focuses on and 
nurtures a better understanding 
of the Pacific Rim." 
He said, "We're looking, at 
every operation of government 
m a way that is positive in terms 
of looking for new .opportuni- 
ties. Ways of doing things bet- 
ter, ways of improving our rele- 
vance to the communities we 
serve, and ways that will best 
serve the province's long term 
growth and development." 
In the August 12 issue of the 
Terrace Review on Page 7, two 
young ladies .were incorrectly 
identified in a photo caption as 
Tanya and Vicki Parviainen. 
They are .in fact Lynne Leydier- 
from the government. Frolick and Judy-Anne Wilson., 
Terrace, B.C. 4606 Lazelle Avenue. 
GREEK. ITALIAN. CANADIAN CUISINE 
STEAK,' SEAFOOD, PIZZA 
Daily Luncheon and Dinner 
specials in a relaxing 
Greek Atmosphere. 
TRY THE BEST PIZZA IN THE NORTHll 
FREE DEL IVERY,  FULLY LICENCED 
635-7229 . . . .  
- -  OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - -  
Mon.-SaL 11 a,m. to 11 p.m. - -  Sun. 4 to 11 p.m. 
Terrace Rev iew - -  Wednesday, September 21 ':I'987- |7  
. . " . , 
Regional District in the summer 
of 1974 as a university student 
and, because he liked the area, 
returned following his gradua- 
tion in 1975 to work here on a 
full time basis. 
Starting as  a researcher,. 
Marcellin took over the duties of 
Planning Assistant in 1975 and 
in 1977 was given the job of 
Assistant Planner. He took over 
the.job of Planner one year later 
and in 1980 became the Assis- 
tant Administrator, a position 
he has remained in unti l  the 
present time. 
During his time with the 
Regional District, Marcellin has 
gained a variety of knowledge 
including the implementation 
and administration of bylaws 
and referenda, the interpretation 
and application of federal and 
provincial statutes and regu!a- 
tions, personnel and financial 
management, budgetary plan- 
ning and the administration f a 
variety of Regional District ser- 
vices and functions. 
He has also worked on such 
projects as the incorporation of 
Thornhill and New Hazelton, 
the Greater Terrace Official 
Community Plan, the Copper- 
side Estates drainage study, 
Thornhill water system con- 
struction, and the Thornhill 
park development and construc- 
tion. 
Marcellin, who lives in Ter- 
race with his wife Carole and 
two-year-old son Jonathon, 
said, "My wife and I have lived 
and worked in the Northwest for 
the past 13 years, and the area 
has provided us .with a good 
home and opportunities that 
may never have been available 
elsewhere. I will always be 
grateful for the confidence and 
opportunities that have been ex- 
tended." 
In this Seminar, participants will learn how 
to make a market survey, gather and use 
published information to examine the 
marketplace and improve the effectiveness of 
their promotional activities to  
INCREASE REVENUES. 
FBDB's Management Seminars are 
stimulating and thought-provoking. 
Using realistic case studies, participants can 
assess.their management approach and 
technnques in gwen situat0ons. Group 
discus.s.uons and presentations enable 
particlpahons to benefit from each •other's 
experience. 
This seminar Will be held: • 
September 16, 1987 --  2:00- 9:00 p.m. 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace Campus 
$~00 Registration fee for this full- day 
Seminar. This includes all 
reference material and our after- 
seminar sew ice. 
Register now with: 
Student Services: 635.6511 - -  Local 
203 Northwest Community College. 
La Banque offre sea services dana les deux 
langues officielles. 
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
(~)  Federal Business Banque f~l~rale 
Development Bank de d6veloppement 
Canad t 
IB Wedmaday, Septml r 2, 
. i 
S Lkeena Chailenge= race 
ends in photo finish 
. . , . ;  d¸ 
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(~Mle ly -pseked  competitors at the beginning of the Skeena River Challenge bicycle race on Aug. 23 provided a 
pcevlew of the finish, where three cyclists crossed the line In Prince Rupert at almost exactly the same time. 
The weather was perfect for 
the46 riders competing in the 
f i rst  annual Skeena River 
Challenge bicycle race from Ter- 
rate to Prince Rupert on Aug. 
23, and the speedsters even pro- 
vided a photo-finish at the end 
at Prince Rupert's Civic Centre. 
The threesome of Smithers' 
Peter :Krauss, Prince Rupert's 
i lo l f  Andreeson, and Ten'ace's 
Mike Christensen all crossed the 
finish line timed at three hours, 
47 minutes. Judges ruled Krauss 
winner, with Andreeson se- 
cond and Christensen third. 
They had an average speed of 
40.2 kilometers an hour over the 
estimated 150-kilometer ace 
along Highway 16. 
Another pair of riders crossed 
0is line next in three hours, 48 
minutes, 50 seconds. Mark 
Henry of Rupert and Carl Klein 
of Ketchikan were less than two 
minutes behind the winner. 
Gill ian Wilson of Smithers 
was first among the seven 
women entered. She was timed 
in four hours, 40.57 minutes, 
good enough for 19th overall. 
The second fastest female was 
Lauren r.W~illiams of:Rupert in 
4.53:30, wi th  Terrace's Gall 
Street next at 4.54:40. 
The top three in each segment 
won prizes and medals. The top 
man and'woman also picked up 
major trophies that will change 
hands each year, and each rider 
got a special T-shirt. 
Of the 46that started the race, 
38 crossed the finish line. The 
others pulled out due to cramps, 
flat tires and bike damage. 
Police reported no problems 
with traffic for the race that 
started at 10 a .m.  from 
McDonald,s on Lakelse Ave. in 
Terrace. 
By the .way, the youngest 
biker was Curtis Bretherick of 
Terrace. The 12-year-old made it 
all the way. 
Orgamzers Were most pleased 
With the initial race, and hope it 
will be an incentive for other 
bikers to enter next year. 
Among plans for considera- 
tion are to include Kitimat in a 
tri-city, . two-day event. It's 
possible they'll include a race 
further a long the line to 
Hazelton or Smithers. 
officials checked over participants' bicycles In front of Sundance Ski 
Imo Sport on Lakelse Ave. in Terrace prior to the beginning of the recent 
8keena River Challenge Terrace-to-Prince Rupert race. 
Terry Fox " - - " -  continued from page 9 
duced approximately $986 for 
cancer research. According to 
Gary Pettipas, organizer of this 
year's run, more people are en- 
couraged to participate and help 
mire the community's contribu- 
• tion. 
Two routes and two different 
runs will take place, with 
registration at the Terrace 
Public Library beginning at I0 
s.m. on the day of the run. One 
I0 kin. route and one 5 ikm. 
route will be run ln two ulm~Jo 
° ,  
r' 
. • ° 
It was the husband and wife team of Doris and Keith Grace that won low net 
honors on Aug. 23 at the first annual CFTK.Inn of the West charity golf tour- 
nament. 
John Doug las  and Fred Lewis c0mblned to win the high overall gross prize at 
the first annual CFTK:Inn of the West charity golf tournament on Aug. 23. 
Region cricket team 
gives staunch performance 
at B,C. Summer Games 
I .I 
.. Lct tsor, 
To the editor, 
The members of the Zone 7 
cricket team have every reason 
to be proud of themselves after 
their improved performance at 
the B.C. Summer Games this 
year. For the first time Zone 7 
cricketers won two games and 
placed fifth out of the seven 
competing teams. Bowling, 
fielding and wicket-keeping were 
very.satisfactory throughout the 
games, and itis pleasing to note 
that the batting improved as the 
games progressed. The team was 
Captained and selected by Prince 
Rupert, but included players 
from both Terrace and Kitimat. 
Game 1 --  Prince Rul~rt vs 
Westcan (Zone 3) -  Prince 
Rupert batted first and were all 
instances. - 
New participants will be sup- 
plied with certificates, while 
repeat runners will receive out for 38 runs. The two highest 
stickers to fill in spaces on their scorers were K. Waits with 13 
certificates for past runs. 
If requested, competitive par- 
ticipants can be timed by 
volunteers. 
Help make Fox's goal a reali- 
ty, and do your part in the 
Seventh Annual Terry Fox Run., 
For more information call Gary 
.Pm pm at 63s.926#. 
and E. Roberts with 9 not out. 
Westcan replied with 40 runs for 
2 wickets, both of which were 
taken by Dave Saroop of  Prince 
Rupert. Westcan went on to win 
the Silver Medal. 
Game 2 --Prince'Rupel~ ,vs 
Bumaby Wanderers ~Zone 4) --  
K. Wldte, the'Pdn~ Rupert cap. 
tain, won the toss again and 
decided to bat. Zone 7 were all 
out for 59 tuns. The highest 
scorers were E. Roberts of Kit- 
imat with 36 not out, and Bill 
Robinson of Terrace with 8. E. 
Roberts distinguished himself by 
carrying his bat through the inn- 
ings. The Wanderers replied 
with 63 runs for 3 wickets and 
went on to win the Bronze Med- 
al. R. Bajwa of Prince Rupert 
took 2 wickets for 23 runs. 
Game 3 --  Prince Rupert" vs 
U.B.C. (Zone 5)- Keven Waite 
obtained a hat trick by winning 
runs .  
. Game 5 --  Prince RUpert vs 
Cranbrook --  Prince Rupelt 
loops won the toss and put 
Prince Rupert into bat. Surjit 
Gill of Kitimat was the highest 
scorer• with 19, followed by B. 
Robinson and K. Waite each 
with 14. Zone 7's tbtal was 78 
runs. In reply, Kamloops were 
all out for 53 runs. B. RobinSo'K 
took 3 Mckets for 15 runs and 
Surjit OUl tcko~k 3 wickets for 16 
batted first and scored 101 for ? 
wickets. The two highest scori~ 
Zone 7 batsmen were Lakhindcr 
Dhaliwall 32 and Surjit Gill 29, 
Both of these batsmen are from 
Kitimat and both were not out at 
the end of the innings. Cmn. 
brook replied with 51 runs all 
out. The best Zone 7 bowl~ 
were E. Roberts with 4 for 9 and 
S. Gill with 4 for 1 I. ' 
Game 6 --  Prince Rupert vs 
Victoria (Zone 6) - -  Victoria 
the itoss for the third time and Was put into bat and they scored 
again decided to bat. Zone 7 ~ 131 for 9 wickets. The Zone 7 
scored 70 runs all out; the two bowlers were R. Bajwa with 4 
highest scorers were E. Roberts "for '38, B. Robinson with 2 fW 
with 25 and K. Waite with 18. 22, andE. Roberts with2 fo r~.  
U.B.C. replied with 71 for 2 In reply Pr~nce Rupert made g 
wickets and went on to win the gallant attempt O pass the Vio. 
Gold Medal, toria total with a score of 118. 
Game 4 - -  Prince Rupert vs The highest Zone 7 scorers 
Kamloops (Zone 2) - -  Kam- E.GuinanofPrince'Rupertwllh 
an exciting 46, and Bill Rol~l,. 
son of Terrace with 21. With3 
overs in.hand, the Zone 7 
men were still going for the 14 
runs needed to win when disalml. 
struck and the last wicket fW. 
This game was exciting becalm 
• the result was not decided until 
the last ball was Ixywled. ud  
, ~ ,.. , oontlm~gl on ImOO.lO 
, v" 
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M i nister of tourism 
enthusiastic about 
new hot springs 
"This is the most impressive 
addition to the province of 
British Columbia's tourism in- 
frastructure I have run into since 
I have been minister," said 
Tourism Minister Bill Reid fol- 
lowing a tour of Mount Layton 
Hot Springs. 
"I thinkwhat Bert Orleans is 
doing-here for the community 
and the province of British Col- 
umbia is nothing short of phe- 
nomenal. This is a first class guy 
building a first class product." 
Reid said until his visit to the 
nearly completed Phase I of the 
new hot springs development he 
had no idea of the magnitude of 
the project and was most im- 
press~ that Orleans was com- 
pleting the project without 
financial assistance from the 
government. 
"It's just first class," he Said. 
"This will be the heart throb. 
This will be the thing that will 
create tourist interest for the 
area." 
During the tour; hosted by 
resort employee Lisa LaCroix, 
Reid was told the hot springs 
were the heart of the facility sup- 
plying heated water to the water 
slides, children's pool, therapeu- 
tic pool and a large swimming 
pool. 
Reid was told the water 
temperature could be regnlated 
by mixi'ng water from the hot 
springs, with cold water from 
\ 
the resort's reservoir, making all 
the pool facilities a year-round 
attraction. 
On the main floor of the re- 
sort building, which surrounds 
the pool area, Reid said he was 
impressed with the openness of 
the design as he visited the glass 
enclosed indoor splash down 
pool, a lounge area, and a cafe- 
teria, all with a view of the pool. 
Visiting the second floor, Reid 
was shown the manager's office 
and on-site suite as well as 22 
completed guest suites, most of 
which had sliding glass doors 
opening onto a private deck. 
At a luncheon in the 60 seat 
banquet room following the 
tour, Reid described the tourism 
industry in British Columbia as 
a growing resource and predic- 
ted the new resort would be a 
major tourist attraction in the 
Northwest. 
"What we need to do now is 
to tell everybody out there how 
great the community is as a re- 
sult of this addition," he said. 
He commended Orleans for 
his drive and initiative in build- 
ing the resort and said, "I wish 
we had one in every communiW 
like him. Because that's what 
makes it happen." ~ 
1life Mount Layton HotspringsResort, as viewed from the hotel's c;feteria, 
allowsguests_to ~eep an eye onithelr:children:~The:,therapeutic-poo/:lff~the 
foreg'roundaliows:gi~ests o take advantage of the medicinal properties of 
the hotsprings water, while the main pool behind provides 65 to 70-degree 
Farenheit water year round. To the right is the lounge area, guest suites 
and the water slide. On the left are change rooms and the chlldrens turtle 
811de and wading pool. For those not willing to brave winter temperatures, 
an indoor splashdown pool is provided at the outlet of one of the Water• 
slides. Fully enclosed, theslides guarantee year round fun for hotel guests 
regardless of the elements. • 
Cr icket - - -  
although they lost, Zone 7 
cricketers may rest content 
because not only had they 
continued from page 18 
before. 
The Zone 7 team consisted of 
five players from Prince Rupert: 
Airport 
continued from page 1 
~"ttiie"~,0uld "'. . . . . .  " . . . . . .  be above 900 feet. I f  
i t  wasn't, they wouldn't "be al- 
lowed to take off. 
"Leaving the Terrace airport 
is the critical part," explained 
Laurent. "It's not a good idea to 
have an airplane on the ground 
• for 24 hours when it could be go- 
ing somewhere lse. It doesn't 
make money for the company 
and pilots have been reluctant to 
land." 
played :with spirit and deter- 
.m~.ation but they had scOred 
thezr highest ever Summer 
Games total, and had won more 
games than they had ever done 
Editorial 
continued from page 4 
for concern or may be just a bad 
year that becomes a blip in the 
long-term scheme of things, but 
there is hardly any question that 
the management of Skeena sai- 
monids is in an extremely ragged 
state. Babine-enhanced sockeye 
choke the river in contrast o a 
dribble of coho, followed by a 
flood of pink salmon among 
which swim a few exasperated 
steelhead. 
In the midst of this confused 
and complex situation ~ Siddon, 
who seems to have one of the 
unique political posteriors of 
our time, appears to be attemp- 
ting to sit on all four sides of the 
fence at once. A negotiated solu- 
tion tO the Kenney Dam dis- 
charge question will simply leave 
the legal jurisdiction of the 
Department, of Fisheries and 
Oceans in doubt, and a court 
riding will be meaningless Unless 
there is •someone willing to exer- 
cise the DFO's authority. 
If you can't swim, Tom, per- 
haps you'd best get out of the 
river. 
• " , ' ~  Mlcl~elKelly 
Kevin Waite (captain~, Elm0 Laurent Said the regulation re- 
Guinan, Dave Saroop (vice cap- quiring a minimum of two miles 
tain), Mannie Muchalla, and visibility prior to take off was 
RozyBajwa; four players from unchanged and stressed that 
Kitimat: Emmanual Roberts, 
Bhopee Mathur, Lakh!nder there had been no compromise 
Dhaliwal, and Surjit Gill, and to safety at the airport. 
four players from Terrace: Bill 
Robinson, Bob Gill, Brian Bag- "I f  there was any concern, 
• atto, and Mike Andrews (man= then lowering the limits would ~ 
ager), not even have been considered," 
Zone 7 Cricketers he said. 
City of Terrace 
NOTICE 
To enhance the future quality of water, the City of Ter- 
race will be cleaning water mains in the following 
areas: 
1. Eby Street from the 3900 block to the intersection of 
Eby/Loen. 
2. All streets west of Eby Street to the 
Pheasant/Lanfear area. 
During this cleaning program, it will be necessary to 
turn the water supply off from time to time. Advance 
notice concerning water supply turn off will be given. 
During the cleaning of the water mains, the water com- 
ing into the house may be turbid. Should this occur it is 
requested you run your taps until the water clears. 
All water is treated and is safe for consumption. 
Should you have concerns or need assistance, please 
contact the City of Terrace by telephoning 635-6311, 
Local 27. 
Stewart Chrletensen 
Superintendent of Public Works 
. w!ee 
I I I 
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, Septt'mber2, 1987 ]9  
Minister of Tourism, Recreation and Culture, Bill Reid, toured Mount 
Layton Hotsprings recently with developer Bert Orleans. Following the 
tour, Reid said he was "very impressed" with theproject and its tourism 
potential. He added that it was men like Bert Orleans who have faith in the 
• Northwest that are helping to develop the region with their vision and 
energy. 
Wednesday, ,~ptemtmr 16 - -  Registration for Vicki Parvlainen Dance 
Classes takes place from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at Parkslde School gym. 
Variety within classes of Jazz, Modern, Ballet, Tap and Ethnic Character 
for students 4'/= t6:teens. For Informati0n or pre:reglstration, phone 
635-7483. , 
i .i,.,iw, lk, ~ I, il, I,JIJl.~L U 
~lk l  DLAN D The only name ~l~ tO l[l~t 
you need to know. 
Northland 
Communication  Ltd. 
Mobile Radio Sales 
end Service 
24 hour Service 
No. 4.8002 Pohle Avenue, Terrace. B.C., VeG 4xe 
Dave Gibson 
638.0261 
' - . I  
:20 Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, September 2, 1987 
Thomhlll Public Market owners/operators Richard and Lois McDanlel recent. 
ly announced the opening of a Sears mall order service for the convenience 
of Thornhill residents. Expanding by leaps and bounds, the Public market 
has also added a bakery to the many services available, 
Police report 
Terrace RCMP report that 
three young offenders were ar- 
rested and charged with break 
and enter-following an incident 
just after midnight Tuesday, 
August 18 in the 4700 block 
Lakelse Ave. 
On the same date one driver 
was arrested and two roadside 
suspensions were issued for im- 
paired driving. 
Complaints about gunshots 
being fired on a B.C. Forest Ser- 
vice recreation site near the 
Lakelse River on Tuesday, Aug- 
ust 18 resulted in charges being 
laid against two Terrace men. 
A 23-year-old Terrace man 
will appear in provincial court to 
answer charges of assaulting a 
peace officer as the result of in- 
juries inflicted on two members 
of the Terrace RCMP detach- 
ment when they investigated a 
disturbance complaint on Fri- 
day, August 21. The police of- 
ricers were treated for minor in- 
juries at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital and released, and the court 
date is set for Sept: 25. 
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15 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
Exterior and interior Paints 
Armstrong flooring * Hal-cling. carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
• 635-6600 
Weekly ossword 
ACROSS 
Possess 
Be 
Standard 
Move to arkd . . . . . .  
• Greek letter 
Sly look 
Relating Io Ihe Tyrol 
Space 
Three(prefix) 
161h president 
Greek goddess 
Observe 
Three(It.) 
Long.nosed fish 
Discover 
Goddessof healing 
Fabulous bird 
- Snake-like fish 
One time 
Young child 
Royal Air Force 
Academy(Inll.) 
Skill 
Shamelessly bold 
Indian cremalions 
Worldwide workers 
group 
Crocodile{faro) 
LAST_WEEK'S 8OLUZION 
7 
l0 
11 
13 
t5 
17 
18 19 
21 
24 
25 
26 
28 
31 
32 
34 
36 
39. 
.4t 
42 
44 
46 
5O 
5t 
BAN SLA 
I~_gJ ow B ~ ~_LW_l a j~pq~ri 
g 
52 Sifted 
56 Expensive 
57 Earth 
58 Hail! 
5g Speak 
60 Patd notices 
61 Conted. gen. 
DOWN 
1 Frequently 
2 Askew 
3 lights 
4 Sickly 
4 :-!'! 
19 20 
i 
l 19 I -40 
I " 
I ~° 
I _ _ _ _  
5 Fish eggs 
6 Andothers(2wds.) 
7 Sites 
8 Of flying 
9 Spool 
12 P.I. tennel 
14 Hurried 
16 Metalsource 
20 Born 
21 Devoured 
22 Threesome 
23 Swiss river 
27 Decay 
29 Individual 
30 Yes votes 
33 Male swan 
35 Secular " 
37 Fetching 
38 Before 
40 Efforts 
43 Hardy heroine 
45 Mohammed's son. 
in.law 
46 School(abbr.) 
• 4Z Belonging Io Geller 
48 Roman robe 
49 Porllco 
• 53 Eliminate 
Specializing in: 4x4 Repairs and Automatic Transmissions 
NORTH, . COAST 
" AUTOREPAIR  LTD 
3220 River Drive, Terrace, B.C, 635.6967 
3Zinc 
SALLY  FORTH 
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FRED BASSET 
BY GREG HOWARD 
BY ALEX GRAHAM 
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$129, for25 words 1$3. per each addit:onal word) Call the Terrace Review at 635-7840 
AUTOMOTIVE EDUCATIONAL FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PERSONALS 
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel Start A New Career! Income 
Dates Galore. For all ages Lighting Fixtures. Western Experienced bookkeeper' for and unattached. Thousands.~... 
Tax or Bookkeeping by cor- Canada's largest display, logging company, Northern of members anxious to meet car or truck, new or used. respondence. Free broch- Wholesale and retail. Free Vancouver Island. Must be you. Prestige Acqualn. 
Direct from volume factory ures, no obligation. U & R Catalogues available. Nor- self-starter, good office/ tances. Call, Toll Free 1-80d- dealer. Call for pre-approved Tax Services, 205 - 1345 burn Lig.hting Centre., 4600 • 
credit.D5231 Call collect 464-0271. Pembina Hwy., Winnipeg, East Hastings' Street, Bur- communicative skills. Famil- 263-6673. Hours: 9 a.m. to7 
" Man. R3T 2B6. Franchises naby, B.C; V5C 2K5. Phone iarlty with GIL,mlcrocom- 
Take over payments. '86 available. 1-299-0666. puters. Payroll experience p.m. 
F-350 Crew Cab, 4X4. 6.9 necessary. Limited travel re- REAL ESTATE 
Litre diesel• 4 speed. $5351 " Free: 1986 guide to study- GARDENING qu!red. Replies tO Drawer 42 Person ATCO Trailer 
mo. DL8196. Call 1-800-663- at-t~ome correspondence Greenhouse & Hydroponic 237, Comox District Free Camp. Male/Female wash- 
6933. Diploma courses for presti-. Press, P.O. Box 3039, Cour- 
gious careers: Accounting, equipment, supplies. Every. tenay~ B.C. V9N 5N3. sprinkled clw all alarms. 
Lease/Buy any Ford truck. Airconditioning,• Bookkeep- thing you need. Best quality, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Select from six acre stock, ing, Business, Cosmetology, super low prices. Green- 
Nothing down O.A.C. Call Electronics, Legal/Medical houses $169., Halides $105., Jobs! Jobs! Jobs! When you tional dormitory. Phone 463- 
Secretary, Psychology, .Tra- Over 3,000 products in complete the apartment/ 
Bill or Ken collect 294-4411 vel. Granton, (1A) , 1055 stock! Send $2. for info pack condo manager's course aD- 30 1-10 Acre lots, ideal for DL8105. 
,West Georqia Street #2002, & Free magazine to Western provedby "Ministry of Lab- gardening or hobby farms, 
New Ford crewcab dlesoi Vancouver, 1-800-268-1121. Water Farms, 1244 Seymour our . You can expect bet- 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B ween $1,000 . $2,000 per Kamloops on the Thompson ~rraceRel~ew 4x4 or any truck, Lease/ Diploma correspondence. 3N9. 1-604-682-6636. month. Free placement as- River. Call 373-2282 for 
Buy, low rates. Nothing Free calendar. High School sistance from Munday Per- more information. 
635-7 '840  down O.A.C. Call Tom Mor- uo-flradina,. ~accountina, HELP-WANTED sonnel. Available by corres- 
. gan or Mark collect 294- management, admlnistra- Small engine mechanic to details call 681-5456or write 4411. DL8105. pondence or in class. For SERVICES 
~ ~  tion, secretarial, computers, work in Sales Service. ICBC owe you money for 
• :' ~'~' Established 1964. National Chainsaws and pumps at R.M.T.I., 901 - 700 W. personal~injury? Vancouver , ,~ ., • .. ' . .  . "~,;'- :~ .~;~~. . . . . :  Lease/Purchase any Ford/ College, 444 Robson, Van.. major industrial Supply 'Pender, Vancouver, B.C. lawyer Carey Linde (since 
• ; . . . . .  ..:.,. Mercury car/truck. "0""  $ couver, 688-4913 toll free House. Send resume to Box V6C 1G8. 1972) has Free Information. 
. --..,. ..... down. Low payments O.A.C. 1-800-387-1281; 24 hours: 1630, Chetwynd, B.C. V0C Phone 1-684-7798. Second Immediate delivery. Toll- 
.: • . """ "" free'l-800-663-4968. Stan. 8 EQUIPMENT AND 1J0. Ma Cherle Home Fashion Opinions Gladly, Given.- 
Shows Est. 1975. Join oiJr ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
a.m. to 6 p.m. (D7338). MACHINERY Cake Decorater threeto five successful team of indepen- Dale Carr-Harris. 20 years k 
• ~ . "-: 
', ~ ,m | 
" Pollutant Coals 
Americans pend more than 
$10 bJJlion t ]tear on medic81 prob- 
lems caused by m~tdoor pollu- tants, ays National Geographic. 
l n f lum~ Vlrtm- ' 
Researchers at the University of California, San Diego Cancer 
Center have' transformed a flu 
virus into a useful tool for explor- 
ing microscopic surfa~:es in'the 
human body that have been dif- 
ficult to Study using standard 
methods. In the process, they also 
have gained some insight into the 
mechanism ofvirtu infection. 
In a paper published recently in 
thejournalScience, theresearch- 
ers report hat they have modified 
the influenza C virus to act as a 
marker for the sugar molecule 94) 
acetylated sialic acid, a molecule 
that coats the outside of many 
cellsinthebody. 
BUSINESS Pacific Forklift Sales. Wee- years experience. •Baking ex- dent Representatives in pre- OPPORTUNITIES ' ternCanada's largest inde- perlence an asset. Wanted senting quality lingerleand 
immediately.•Call Malcolm leisurewear at In-HomePar- 
Earn potential $30,000 per pendent used forklift dealer, at. Chalet Bakery~ Revel- ties from women. It's funl 
Dozens of good used elect, stoke~ B.C. 837.4556. , I t 's  easy! It's Profitablel 
year ,n the booming fire ric, gas, propane, diesel~ • . Call toll free 1-800-.263,918~. 
safety and security business. 4x4. Terry Simpson (604) Apartment Managers. Eight South Eastern Interioi" Chry- Minimum investment re- 533-5331 Eves-(604)535- 
quired. ExclUsive areas 1381. . . , , resident managerslcaretak- sler franchise requires.one 
available. •Write to Home- FOR SALE MISC. " ' Only '  .graduates : of  the cent Chrysler. experience ere for top class buildings, licensed mechani(;, with rs- matix, 925 Tupper Avenue, 
Coquitlam~ B.C. V3K 1A4. A i rc ra f t  C -3-20-1962 R.M.T.I. i:ourse should ap- 
200SMOH, .Current C of A, ply or people with proven and one~ experienced car 
Earn Highest Profits selling IFR radio package, new experience. Excellent pay samsperson. Box 2319, 
~ oduct all women need, paint and interior; hangered, plusgood benefits. Call Per- GrandFc[.ks, B.C. V0H 1H0, 
onderfully soft sheer, non- asking $59,500. Will take sonnel 681-5424. ' 442-2043 days, 442-8897 
run Camel|on Hosler)P lea- single or % ton trade (604) evenings. " 
tured in B.C. Woman to 374-0777 or (604)554-2:~84. Workers 18-25 170 Ibs. and Overseas Positions, Hund,  
Woman Magazine. Guaran. "B . . up. Must be very physically 
teed total satisfaction, even  eeutiful Log Home •Pack- fit for a very •demanding job ' reds of top paying positions, 
after worn. 478-0701. ' age". Built to your specifi- working in the woods. Attractive benefits. All oc- 
cations. Shipped every- Pleasesend resume to Cedar cupations. Free details. 
where. Free estimates. Send Haven Contracting Ltd., Overseas Employment Ser- 
vices, Dept. CA, Box 460, Dynamic Business Oppor- drawings: Pioneer, Wilder- 4678 Ontario Ave., Powell 3~unt Royal, Quebec. H3P 
tunity!. Leaders and Dlstri-' - nest Enterprises, R4C7 River V8A 5L6. Include ref- 
Naturalbut°rs needed.. CanadianCal°radFamily" Allof 1Wyatt'B0 . . . .  Armstong, B.C..VOE erences. P ER.SONALS . 
Weight-loss products. I lose 
weight :without diet ing,  100% natural way I 10se Auctioneering is an Excel- 
lent Profession. For profes- White Man, Downtown Van- whim sleeping! For Free info weight while I sleep without sional training phone or couver, 37, 5'11", 165 Ibs. 
package contact House o f  dieting. Distribution inquir- write to Jordan. & McLean seeks tall, white woman 
Sherwood - Calorad, 3345 les welcome. Just For You, School of Auctioneering, Box 5'7" to 6'2", 130 Ibs. to 170 
North Service, Road, Bur- 506 Main St. S., Dauphin, 94, Kitscoty, Alta, T0B 2P0. Ibs. for  date or possible 
Ilngt0n, Ont. L7N 3G2 (416) Man. R7N 1L2. 1-204-638-, (403)846-2211, (403)842- friendship. James, Res: 689- 
332-5000. 5637. 5528. 7897. 
rooms, laundry room; fully 
Ideal construction recrea- _ 
8631 ) 465-9158. 
just off Hwy. 1 west of 
trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before' law 
0-669-4922 (Vancouver); Ex- 
perienced In head injuryand 
other major claims. Percen-. 
.tage fees available. 
TRAVEL 
When in Vancouver, Bur- 
naby, Richmond "The Molt 
ueautifuI Breakfast in The 
World" lea  mustlll. Huge 
Dutch Pancakes. On ly  at 
Dutch Pannekeek Houses. 
Seven locations, ' " 
Las Vegaslll Koala Motel.. 
Dally - Weekly - Monthly. 
• Comfortable ac¢ommoda-. 
tionsH-At .rates you can 
awrordll Writeor call Candy 
for your free Motel • , and 
Casino Package. 520 S. C, as- 
no uentre, Las Vegas, Nev- 
ada. 891pl. 1-702-384-8211. 
WANTED 
Logs wanted. Fir logs for log 
house@ needed immediately. 
11 inch top to 18 to 21 inch 
butt 30 to 50 foot length. 
Top dollar for first quality 
logs. We can use 10 to 15 
loads a month. Call Rasmue. 
sen Log Homes 497-5155. 
Ask forPeter or Bert. 
Police 
report 
On Friday, August 28 a Ter- 
race man was arrested for 
careless use of a firearm and 
possession of a prohibited 
weapon, The man will make his 
first appearance in Terrace Pro- 
vincial Court on October 9. 
On SaturdaY, August 29, a 
two vehicle, motor-vehicle acci- 
dent occurred at the intersection 
of Toynbee St. • and Old Lakelse 
Lake Road at 6:20 p.m. One 
person was sent to Mills 
Memoria l  Hospi ta l  with. 
undetermined injuries. A Ter- • 
race man will make his first ap- 
pearance in Terrace Provincial 
Court on October 16, facing a 
charge of impaired driving and 
refusing to provide a breath 
sample . . . . .  . * **  . 
• Geraldine Wilson was fined 
$125 in Terrace provincial court 
, on Friday, August 14 for theft 
' under $200. 
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The recent Kinsmen reunion I. Terrace provlded an unlly for llfe members of the local service club to re-live old / 
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Classified Ads -- Deadline is Friday, 4:00 p.m. 
As a public service the Terrace Review will print free of charge any ad offering to share 
something with the community (e.g., rides, child care, free items). In addition there will be 
no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed by individuals seeking work. 
RATES: Non-display • per issue: $4.00 for 30 words or less, additional word 5¢ each. 
Display. per issue: $4.75 per column inch. 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement: 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., Terrace B.C. V8G 1M7 
I, Elizabeth Sarah Hong, will not be 
and am not responsible for any past, 
present or future debts of one Donald 
Douglas Hong of 108-4502 Lazelle 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. 919p 
Kalum Family Day Care has open. 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. • tfnc 
Terrace Gay Information line, 
638-1256, Sundays 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
10/28p 
Ringing 
Savings 
the Cla., 
Montenod Children's House Pre- 
school is taking registration for Sept. 
1987. Three days a week. $651mo. 
Two days a week. $451mo. Classes 
run from 9 to 11:45 a.m. Call Tracle at 
638-0703 or after July 5 at 638-0061. 
• tfn 
Five lifts of lumber 2 x 6 and 2 x 10s, 
$1,200 firm. Motorblke/skidoo trailer 
or house on wheels. Steel frame, 
cedar siding, sliding windows, ramp, 
$800 o.b,o. Work shift work so keep 
trying. Phone 842-6006. 919p. 
"* TRAMPOLINES ~r 
For Fun and Fitness 
- -  BRAND NEW --  
Big• 13' x 13' 
s995o0 
Ph. 638-1865 
U~l  FJectrolux vacuum In excellent 
condition, $200. Phone 798-2434 after 
7 p.m, 9/2p 
Northwest 
Electric 
"A" Ticketed 
No job too big 
No job too small 
Reasonable Rates 
Guaranteed Work 
638-02!6 
635-3048 
tfn¢ 
VioIIM, Hole, cello and piano lessons. 
• Phor~ 835-5507. ' 9/23p 
Employment opportunity with a fast. 
growing delivery business. Applicant 
must be over 19 and have own small 
vehicle, neat appearance and must 
hke working with the public. Will sup- 
ply C.B. and training. Phone 
638-8398. 9/2c 
Energetic 
Motivated 
Hairdresser 
To work full t ime in a pro- 
gressive modern salon. Must 
have B.C. Licence and 2 
years experience. Apply in 
person to: 
Rhonda's Hair  Designs • 
638"8787 tfnc 
I 
Full.tires babysitter needed at my 
home by Sept.:14 on Pine St.,Thorn. 
hill, for two-year-old girl and seven. 
year-old boy after school. Hours will 
be Men.- Fri. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Must be 
a non-smoker and should have own 
transportation. References please. 
Call 638-1636 after 5:30 p.m. 9/9p. 
Klndeqmrty International Toys is 
seeking individuals interested in 
becoming a toy consultant. Ideal 
business opportunity for someone In- 
terested in working own hours with 
the benefits of  substantial extra in- 
come. Vacancies in most areas, 
small Investment required. Please 
write with brief resume to: 
Klnderparty Toys, 
Box 143, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A2 
tfnc 
Going on holidays? Holiday Home 
and Pet Care can provide a compe- 
tent, reliable person to look after 
things. References available on re. 
quest. Call Lianne at 638-1418. 912p 
Bachelors, working women, working 1986 18 foot Campion Boat. i986 1971 --  12' x 65' mobile home, 2 
parents, experienced house cleaner - -  90 •hp Mariner and trailer, with bedrooms, fridge, stove, washer and 
available for work on regular appoint- many extras. To view phone 638-0419 dryer. Asking $7,000. Phone 635-9108. 
ment basis. Phone 635-4360. 912p after 5 p.m. 919o 
912p 
• Wanted: 3 or 4 bedroom house, fenc. 
ed yard, for Oct. 1. Responsible 
tenants, 2 children, no pets, non- 
smokers. Phone 638-0639. 912p 
For rent or lease, 1800 sq. ft. shop or 
store space on Greig Ave. Fenced 
storage, area and parking. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front/Warehouse 
• Light Industrial 
TWO units i735  square feet ~ 
currently - -  Coast Tractor 
at Keith Avenue and Kenney 
Street. 
One Unit 1800 square feet at 
Kenney and Pohle Avenue: 
OH Door, Gas Heat and 
Washroom. 
635-7459 
tfnc 
For lease or rent: bodyshop with 
spray booth and air compressor. Ap. 
prox. 1500 sq. ft., large parking area. 
Phone days 635-2655 or eves. 
798-2528. tfnc 
FOR RENT 
* Laundry facilities & balconies 
* 2 blocks from downtown 
, Rents start at $290.0C • 
* References required 
Ph.: 638-1507 or 635-5224 
I 
Three bedroom townhouse, excellent 
lobation on quiet street near down- 
town Terrace, fenced yard, refrlg. 
crater, stove. Available Sept. 8. $500. 
Phone 835-2720. 9120 
• , = 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  
• COLLEGE ! 
D,.EOTO. 
KITIMAT CAMPUS 
)rthwest Community College needs an experienced educational 
ministrator to plan and manage the college's operations in 
tlmat. The Director will be'responsible for all continuing education 
~gramming, facilities management, student counselling and 
]istration, as well as the day-to-day administration associated 
lh the Campus' full-time programs. 
porting to the Executive Director of Regional Education Services, 
3 successful candidate will preferably have a graduate degree In 
ucatlon and/or an equivalent combination of education and ex- 
rlence in a related field. 
lrting Date: October 1, 1987, or as soon as possible thereafter. 
lary: On management scale, commensurate with qualifications 
:l experience ($41,240 - $44,826 starting range). 
plications should be forwarded, no later than Sept. 11, 1987, to: 
lan D. Thomas, Executive Director, 
Regional Education Services & College Planning, 
Northwest Community College 
5331 McConnell Avenue. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4C2 
Telephone (604) 635.6511 ext. 221 
; ~. g/2c 
One 1250 Multlllth printing press with 
chain delivery and spray. Priced to 
sell. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
10 foot, two ton, A-frame 
Gantry on wheels, $1,500. Phone 
635-7840. tfnp 
Holiday Package 
1986 Ford XLT 314 ton supercab with 
power windows and door locks, cap- 
taln's seats, air conditioning, cruise, 
AMIFM cassette. 23 foot Vanguard 
trailer sleeps 8 with large 3-way 
fridge, canopy, .•double windows, 
antenna and bunkbeds. . . . . .  i 
Sell as package or separate~ 
638-1890 
9/9p 
I 
Great 
Opportunity! ! 
Must Sell Quick 
1978 
314 ton GMC Pick.up 
V8 engine, automatic trans 
mission, new tires, .only 60,000 
km, excellent running condition. 
S18000°On,y! 
Call:Walter at: 
635-6457 . . . .  
9/2p 
1970 --  12' x 88' Commodore mobile Four bedroom, full basement home 
home, CSA certified, 3 bedrooms, on Kleanza Drive, 2 (plus) acres, wood 
wood and oil heat, comes with com. heat• with • supply of  firewood. 
plete electrical pole service. Must be Assumable mortgage, new water 
moved. •Asking $5,500. Phone system. Reduced to $48,000. Phone 
635-7040. 912p: 635-4622. 912p 
/ 
Coachman Apartments 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments available on the bench 
in Terrace. Clean and affordable suites to suit all 
(including families). 
To view please call: 
635-7417 
"Best in Town!" I 
Summit Square, 
Apartments 
One bedroom from: I Two bedroom from: 
s325 per month s360 
a Attractive, spacious, with storage room. 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened patio doors. 
- • Laundry facilities. 
• Security enter-phones and deadbolts. 
• Fufly drape d and co.ordlnated to wlw carpets. 
• Six channel satel/Ite T.V. 
• Racquet courts. 
• Ample parking. 
• References required. 
Phone: 635-5968 " 
per month 
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White Water Guiding --  If you are In- 
terested In catching really big fish, 
please call 635.3048 anytlmell tfnp 
NOTICE  
• TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATrER OF THE ESTATE OF 
LOUISA RATCLIFF LESTIN, ALSO KNOWN 
AS LOUISE RATCMFFE LESTIN, WIDOW, 
LATE OF TERRACE, BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Creditors and others having claims against 
the above estate are required to send full 
particulars of such claims to: 
Robertson & Company, 
P.O. Box 748, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4C3 
on or before the 15 day of October, 1987, 
after which date the estate's assets will be 
distributed, hav!ng regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
. Margaret A. McKeown 
Executrix 
9/23c 
IIII 
Province of 
. /~- '~  British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation and 
Highways 
HIGHWAYS--TENDERS 
Electoral District: Omlneca, Electoral 
Dtetrlct 
Highway District: Burns Lake Highways 
District 
Project or Job Number:. K 0429 
Project or Job Description: Winter 
Maintenance 1987188 Equity MineRoed. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: September 25, 
1987 at 2:00 p.m. local time. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified Deposit 
Cheque Is not requ i red . .  
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specifications and conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY from: • 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
• 108-2nd Avenue, Burns Lake~ B.C. 
V0J 1E0 
between the hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating office: 
692-7161 
Pre-Tender mQetlng will be held at: 108-2nd" 
Avenue, Burns Lake, B.C: 
Daterl'lme: September 17, 1987 at 2:00 p.m. 
Tenders will be opened at 108-2nd Avenue, 
Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0 
Ministry Offical 
• W.J. Sunderwood 
9/23c 
Province of 
( ~  Bdtlsh Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation and 
Highways 
HIGHWAYS -- TENDERS 
Electoral District: Prince Rupert 
Highway District: Prince:Rupert • 
Project or Job Numl~n W-4869 . 
Project or Job Description: Miscellaneous 
Fencing - -  Queen Charlotte Islands 
The tender sum for this project Is.to Include 
. appllc,~ble Federal and Provincial sales tax. 
' Tender Opening Date: September 8, 1987 
.Tender Opening Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with envelopes, plane, 
specifications and conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY from: 
• Prince Rupert District Highways Office ~ 
204-815 let Avenue west, 
• Prince Rupert,.B.C., VSJ 183 
and the Port Clementa Maintenance Yard, 
Park St., (Box 197) Port Clement8. 
between the hours of 8:30 end 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone He. of originating office: 827.0485 
Tenders will be opened at: 
204-815, let Avenue, west. 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Lome Kelly 
District Highways Manager 
9/2c 
SKEENA 
CELLULOSE- 
T.F.L. No. 1 
Sealed tenders will be received by Skeena 
Cellulose Inc., Terrace Operations, no later 
than 2:00 p.m. September 7, 1987, for a 
~ anua! brushing and weeding/spacing con. 
act of approximately 55 ha. 
Location: 32 km West Kalum Road. 
Viewing of sites Is mandatory. 
Viewing date; September 4, 1987 leaving 
Skesna_Cellulose s Terrace Office at 9:98 
a.m. sharp. Details can be obtained from: 
Brian Shaw, Skeins Cellulose, 
Box 3000, Terrace, B.C., 
VSG 4C8 
The lowest or any tender wi{l not 
necessarily be accepted. 
9/2c 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Attorney General 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
Sauro, Antonio, c/o Skeenavlew LOdge, 
4011 Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others having claims against 
the uld estate(e), are hereby required to 
send them duly verified to the: 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
800 Hornby Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., VSZ 2E5 
before September 26, 1987 after which date 
the assets of the hid estate(s) will be 
distributed, having regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
S.C. Rumsey. 
Public Trustee 
• 9/2"c 
Bowering says 
herb ic iCe  not  - 
related to 
son  ing  s,c are ' 
Health Unit, has completed his 
report for Kitimat City Council 
regarding: illnesses apparently 
caused by the application of  the 
.herbicide Roundup outside the 
Golden Townhouse apartment 
• building in Kitimat on Aug. 6. 
Dr., David Bowering, chief  chemicals used in Roundup had 
medical officer for the Skeena been Shown to increase its toxici- 
by Tod Straehan '
ty to blue gill sunfish and trout 
fingerlings. 
He said Health and Welfare 
Canada stressed that the entire 
Roundup formulation had been 
adequately evaluated, and 
animal testing on a variety of 
species had caused him to con- 
clude that the herbicide's toxici- 
ty to mammals is extremely low. 
:'There is no evidence that 
Roundup is carcinogenic, 
mutagenic, or teratogenic to 
animals followed over several 
generations for several years," 
he Said. 
According to Bowering, 
Roundup is a mild eye and skin 
irritant and only slightly toxic if 
inhaled. 
Bowering concluded, "While 
there is no reason to doubt the 
reality of the reported symptoms 
I have found little or no evidence 
for the assumption that Round- 
up was the cause for most of  
them or that this incident could 
accurately be described as a 'her- 
bicide poisonihg'." 
"It is important that people 
make informed decisions, and 
they need to have trustworthy 
information in order to do this. 
This requires openness on the 
part of manufacturers and 
government regulators as well as 
intellectual honesty and 'home- 
work' on the part of environ- 
mentally concerned individuals 
• and groups. Negotiation and 
discussion is by definition 
healthier than conflict,,' Bower- 
ing said. 
, . . : ' i~ '  " :~:~ 
. , . ,  ,,::.,.::;:!: 
i / : 
~ / . . . . . . .  
In his report, which he ,said, 
is limited to the medical conse- 
quences and implications of the 
spraying, Bowering said that he 
had found no proof of herbicide 
pozsonmg but recommended 
that Kitimat council should con- 
sider "ways and means to ensure 
that involuntary human ex- 
posure to herbicides (or pesti- 
cides) not be permitted within its 
boundaries." 
He also said, "Council should 
encourage the public informa- 
tion process in relationto the use 
of herbicides (and pesticides):" 
Bowering suggested public in- 
formation meetings with ap- 
propriate ".expert" speakers and 
a "general stance in favor of a 
more open registration process" 
could prove useful in the future. 
The incident occurred when 
residents and neighbors of the 
apartment building, who had 
received, no previous warning, 
noticed workers dressed in pro- 
tective clothing applying the her- 
bicide around the base of the 
building. 
Bowering said his office had 
been advised by a Kitimat resi- 
dent the following day that, as a 
result of an "over spray" of the 
herbicide, nine children and two 
pets had become ill. 
In his report, Bowering said 
Roundup is a non-selective her- 
bicide which kills a variety of 
plants but does not accumulate 
in animal tissue and is "only 
marginally toxic to mammals." 
"In test animals, it has been 
referred to as~ an 'ideal' her- 
bicide," he said, but added that 
• i~ 7 
!ilii 
/i ! 
Singer and songwriter Ken Whlteley will be touring the Northwest beginning on Sept. 25. Whlteley Is a multi.talented 
.children's entertainer who is vematlle and enjoyable to witness. He will appear In Terrece'8 R.E.M. Lee Theatre on 
Saturday, Sept. 26 at 2 p.m., courtesy of the Terrace French pre-school and Canadian Airlines International. Tickets 
will be on sale at Terrace Sight and Sound In the Skeena Mall for $4 50 r seat Pre-school staff will be ee I , De I In Whltele s t 8 g ...... y ape and records in Jhe Skeena.Mall on Sept. 12 and Sept.'25. 
KennoOe Knit Wits, a club tor all persons Interested In furthering 
machine knitting. Regular monthly 'msetlngs will be held on the 2nd 
Tuesday at noon and the 4th Thursday at 7:30p.m. For further Informs. 
tlon call Audrey at 638.1335, Jan at 635-7517or Nancy at 635-5319. 
Everyone welcome. 
The Toaetmmltenl Club masts on the first and third Tuesday of every 
month at Caledonia Sr. Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop In 
and see what It's all about. 
I I 
AIIIl~n and AIItesg FamUy OloUpl - -  Meetings for frlenas and relatives 
of alcoholics. The Alanon mestings are held on Monday and Thursday at 
8 p.m. Please note that the Thursday masting Is a non-smoking gather- 
Ing. The Alatsen meetings are held on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. All 
meetings are In the conference rooms on the Psychiatric ward at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. For further Into. call Kay a|638-1291, Madlyn at 
635-3545. or Frances at 635-2438. 
W ,8epml~lr I) uwm . ,u .~t  at 8 p.m. -- The Royal Canadian Legion will be holding JR New members are welcome. 
t 
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' " '." : '~  : '" ~ ; :"; : -": :  ":! :;iJ DoYoune*debnmk?cometOCOFFEEBR~,Kianinterdenominational 
' ..,-: :.. !. .... J Bible study for women.FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. Children 
. '  . .. i : ' : ' I ages 3 to 5wi l l  love Storyhour. Every Wednesday, 9:45 a:m. to 11 a,m. at '  
• . , " " ' r  , | the Christian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and Straume. No 
• : : " ' ' | previous knowledge expected; For more information or transportation, 
• . ' : . i: - : | calI.HIIda at 635-7871 or Ruth at 635.2621. We look' forward to seeing 
.., ~-.-':'- .... . "| youi ' . . . 
" . .  ' .:::i;. 1:. " " I ~ Ten~:e. Friend= and Families of Schizophrenics is a Support group 
"-:'::.: :": . -  I that meets once per month. Meetings am the 3rd Tuesday of the month 
." t :".: :" t ' '  ' ' "  r '  ' :  ' ' " I at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Conference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital.' 
.... .-, ' " . ~ : / One aim of the group Is to provide community.education about this III. 
.:: | nasa. Anyone wis ing to learn more Or become part of this group Is • : 
Dedicated community volunteers, Rob Cumiskey and his wife Brenda have spent many hours over the past few 
years helping tO make Terrace a better place to live. The Cumiskey's and their two children, Diedre and Todd will 
soon be leaving for the Vancouver area. 
Prominent local family leaves 
Terrace for Delta 
advantage of tennis facilities in  new home easily because they 
the lower mainland and pursue were moving back to a familiar 
his interest in the sport, neighborhood in Delta where 
"When we arrived in Terrace they would be closer to family 
our children were l0 and 12," and old friends. 
she said, "and now that we're 
leaving they're basically adults, 
so that's a big part of their lives. 
They're leaving a lot of good 
friends behind and they'll think 
of Terrace as their home town:~ 
However, Rob said he felt the 
family would settle into their 
According to friends in Ter- 
race, the Cumiskey's were leav- 
ing a legacy of community work 
behind and will be missed in the 
area. But one positive thought, 
was their move to Delta would 
provide a great new asset o that 
community. 
Rob Cumiskey's transfer 
from the B.C. Telephone office 
in Terrace to their head office in 
the lower mainland will leave a 
gap in the community that ,will 
be difficult to fill. 
Resourceful and dedicated 
volunteers, Rob and his wife, 
Brenda, have lived in Terrace 
for the pastsix years and during 
that time have contributed to 
organizations such as the Rotary 
Club, Northwest Employers 
Council, Skeena Labor Market 
Development, Community Fu- 
tures Program, Chamber of 
Commerce, Terrace and District 
Community Services, the Beta 
Sigma Phi Sorority and avariety 
of recreational •clubs. 
"We really regret leaving," 
Brenda said but explained that a 
major consideration i  Rob's ac- 
cepting the job promotion, from 
District Customer Service Man- 
ager to B.C. Installations Oper- 
ation Manager, was their 16 year 
old daughter's acceptance into 
the senior professional division 
of the Goh Ballet in VanCouver. 
"Deidre was moving down to 
Vancouver anyway where she 
will be attending academic lass- 
es in the morning and ballet in 
the afternoon," Brenda explain- 
ed. 
She added their 18 year old 
son, Todd, was torn between 
staying with the family and re- 
maining with friends but predic- 
ted he would follow soon to take 
In Court 
In Terrace provincial court on 
Friday, August 14 Judith Hard- 
castle was sentenced to 12 mon- 
ths in jail for an offense under 
the Food and Drug Act and re- 
ceived two six-month concurrent 
sentences, one six-month con- 
secutive sentence and one three- 
month concurrent sentence for 
four counts of violating the Nar- 
cotics Control Act. Hardcastle 
also drew one year's probation 
for the Food and Drug Act of- 
- tense, and a three-month jail 
sentence for another offense 
under the Narcotics Control 
AcL 
Robert Keeler was sentenced 
to 14 days in jail and received a 
six-month driver's license sus- 
pension in Terrace provincial 
court on Thursday, August 13 
for impaired dr iv ing . . . .  • . ' .... , 
Mayor Jack Talstra made the first donation to the Terrace branch of the Ar- 
thrit is Society of B.C. after declaring September Arthritis month in Terrace. 
• Pictured above are Joyce Bergsma, Mary McGowan and Lorraine Hodglns 
of the Arthritis Society with Talstra. The society will be holding a fund rais- 
ing drive in Terrace from September 20 to 26 to hell~ support I tsnat ional  
research, manpower develOpment, and public education programs. 
10% off EVERYTHING!I.I 
Tuesday, September 1 to September 5, 1987 • 
Wait us.at our new location in the Skeena Mall 
Entrance across from Paragon Insurance. 
* ZURICH GOLD CHAINS, 
sold by the inch 
, PARFUM "POISON", 
by Christian Dior 
- -See  our new exc i t ing  g i f t  se lec t ion -  
" "ABRACADABRA the store for excellent gift Ideas 
We Make 
Leasing Easy!!! 
F INANCING 
3.9% 
OAC 
or Up to 
$100000 
, CASH BACK 
Available on 88 MEDALLION and ALLIANCE 
2 and 4 door sedans in stock. 
P.ce from S8995 - 
or Lease to own f rom 
S17300 
per rnonth  based on a 48 month  C losed  Lease.  
SKEENA AUTO METAL SHOP LTD. 
635-6571 or 638-8171 
s1500oo 
CASH BACK 
on all 1987 4 x 4 units in stock. 
or LEASE TO OWN from- 
s308=T 
per month (Stk. No. M87-18) " 
(Based on a 48 month Closed End Lease plus 
tax OAC, offer ends September 3, 1987 
5 y¢I000,000 km Warranty, standard on Mazda (major component). 
SKEENA AUTO METAL SHOP LTD. 
635-6571 or 638-8171 
I I 
or LEASE s~O; ,~f ; r ; s  little as 
per month (Stk. No. V1062) 
(based on a 48 month Closed End 
Lease plus tax, OAC) " 
5y¢ 80,000 km No Small Prlni Warramy. 
" TERRACE HONDA SALES 
,635,6571 or 638.8171 
484~Z Hyw. 16, Terrace, B.C. 
DL 5036 
